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IntroDuCtIon 

In 2014, we commemorate the outbreak of the 
First World War one hundred years ago. The cen-
tenary causes this war to once more gain a certain 
presence in the media and in people’s awareness. 
Still, one hundred years will seem an eternity for 
many young people, with maybe their great-grand-
parents being directly involved in and affected by 
the war. But one might overlook the repercussions 
of this war on Europe and the world and how 
it shaped Europe as we know it today in many 
different ways. The First World War is a key event 
in the history of Europe in the 20th century and is 
perceived in different ways in different countries: 
in some, the war is seen as the “great seminal cata-
strophe” causing the Second World War with all its 
tragedies; for other countries, the First World War 
laid the foundations for their states to come into 
existence. 

After seven decades of peace in most parts of 
Europe after the Second World War, “war” might 
seem far away and unfamiliar for most young peo-
ple in Europe. On the other hand, the wars in for-
mer Yugoslavia only took place in the 1990s; wars 
are currently being waged in countries not that far 
away from Europe, and a new war started on Euro-
pean soil in 2014. A substantial number of students 
might have their immediate family affected by a 
recent war. This raises questions about whether 
peace in our society can be taken for granted as 
much as we tend to believe. What defines “war” 
and “peace”? Who decides about war and peace? 

The vantage point of the project “1914-2014: Eu-
rope lost & found in war and peace” is that peace 
begins with personal actions. Understanding and 
respecting the other(s), finding ways to communi-
cate and overcome differences are important star-
ting points at a personal level. If citizens are open 
towards others, they will be less likely to support a 
war in which the other is condemned on the basis 
of mere prejudices or propaganda. 

This handbook offers teaching material that 
links the First World War and peace education, 
fostering multiperspectivity and interdisciplinary 

approaches. Each of the four chapters allows for a 
different focus on the topic of the First World War, 
offering lesson plans that make room for both 
engagement with historical sources and exercises 
that stimulate critical thinking and reflection on 
the possibility of personal acts and decisions as a 
contribution to peace. 

chapter 1 offers an introduction to the concepts 
of war and peace and the continuing repercussions 
of the First World War in the immediate living 
environment of students, including the curriculum 
of their school. In chapter 2, the July Crisis of 1914 
serves as a showcase for conflict theory. Peace 
activism is the central focus of chapter 3, whereas 
chapter 4 deals with the many legacies of the First 
World War in present-day Europe.

This project and handbook would not have been 
possible without the valuable contributions of the 
following people and institutions:

The advisory group who contributed their 
expertise: Barbara Helm, Helen Snelson/Euroclio, 
Reinhard Eckert and Werner Wintersteiner/Centre 
for Peace Research and Peace Education.

The financial support from our donors: the Aus-
trian Federal Ministry of Education and Women’s 
Affairs and the Future Fund of the Republic of 
Austria.

The authors and contributors of this handbook: 
Barbara Hibbert, Robert Stradlin, Chris Rowe, Katie 
Hall, Kate Brennan and Martin Liepach.

Last but not least, a big thank you to the partici-
pating schools of “1914-2014: Europe lost & found 
in war and peace” as well as to their teachers and 
pupils, who gave life to the assignments during the 
pilot phase by sharing their results and reflections! 

We hope that this handbook will provide you 
with new ideas for your teaching work and will 
serve as an inspiration for transnational school 
partnerships!

Melanie Jacobs
Interkulturelles Zentrum
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projeCt DesCrIptIon 

The project “1914-2014: Europe lost & found in 
war and peace” took the form of an international 
school network organised on the occasion of the 
centenary of the First World War. It addressed the 
topics of war and peace at different levels and alig-
ned the long-ago war with the present legacies, the 
global impact of the conflict with the effects on the 
student’s own region and family, and the concepts 
of war and peace with personal acts and attitudes.

Between September 2013 and December 2014, 
students and teachers from nine schools in Austria, 
Bosnia-Herzegovina, France, Germany, Serbia, Slo-
venia and Turkey worked with the same teaching 
material on the First World War and peace educa-
tion, shared their project work and reflected on, as 
well as reacted to, each other’s results.

The teaching material was developed by experts 
on history, didactics and peace education.

themes anD methoDology

Divided into six modules, the material offered 
lesson plans and learning activities addressing the 
historical events and legacies of the First World War, 
Europe as a peace project as well as personal reflec-
tions on war and peace and possible individual ac-
tions to contribute to peace. The material was set 
up to be used in different school subjects, allowing 
for a multidisciplinary approach to the topics regar-
ding both content and methodology. Each module 
included assignments to work on a specific topic 
first within one class or school before sharing these 
results with the other school(s) and finally reflec-
ting on differences and similarities between the in-
dividual project results.

The main topics of the project were the effects of 
the First World War on Europe, the students’ own 
country and region today; learning about and un-
derstanding the different narratives concerning the 
First World War in different countries; the events 
of the July Crisis and conflict management then 
and now; the role of peace activists and the lega-
cies of the First World War for Europe and our so-
ciety today. Some modules were implemented by 
all schools; others were covered in bilateral school 
partnerships.

The project aimed to foster understanding for 
others and others’ narratives of the war and to en-
hance critical thinking about the war and its lega-
cies for Europe today. 

This handbook is a selection of methods drawn 
from the modules and wants to provide teaching 
suggestions and lesson plans on the First World War 
beyond the occasion of the centenary.

partICIpatIng sChools In the pIlotphase

Austria:•	  business.academy.donaustadt, Vienna; 
G 19 Bundesgymnasium, Vienna; BG/BRG für 
Slowenen (Slovene Grammar School), Klagenfurt

bosnia-herzegovina:•	  Gimnazija Dobrinja, Sara-
jevo

France:•	  Lycée Louis Thuillier, Amiens

Germany:•	  Liebigschule, Frankfurt am Main

serbia:•	  Pravno-poslovna škola (Legal Business 
School), Niš

slovenia:•	  Gimnazija Lava, Celje

Turkey:•	  Üsküdar American Academy, Istanbul 
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InternatIonal sChool partnershIps anD 
teaChIng about the fIrst WorlD War 

International school partnerships represent a lear-
ning environment for foreign languages, the under-
standing of other lifestyles, personal flexibility and 
global learning. 

Looking beyond national borders at a subject 
dealt with in the classroom can be the starting point 
for both subject-specific and interdisciplinary co-
operation with a school in another country. Subject-
specific collaboration and co-operation between 
teachers and pupils of different schools allows for 
the development of a „learning partnership” fo-
cused on shared learning and the exchange of opi-
nions, experiences and outcomes of project work. 
The interdisciplinary discussion of topics conveys the 
diversity and multiple layers of topics to students. 

The First World War affected so many countries 
on so many different levels that both subject-spe-
cific and interdisciplinary approaches to the topic 
are possible. Within a school partnership around 
the First World War, schools can on the one hand 
look at historical events and compare how these 
affected their countries then and now. They can 
thus discover differences and similarities that were 
influenced by factors such as the war alliance their 
country was part of or their geographical location. 
On the other hand, however, they could also look at 
the concepts of war and peace in a broader sense, 
taking the First World War as a starting point, but 
also looking at the meaning of these words in dif-
ferent contexts: what are the elements that con-
tribute to peace or, conversely, to the outbreak of 
war? Finally, this approach can moreover take these 
topics to a very personal level: how can I personally 
contribute to peace? 

Looking at the First World War beyond a national 
perspective has been one of the main focuses of the 
pilot project. History is often taught from the per-
spective of the students’ own country/region; un-
derstanding that there are different perspectives, 
where these differences come from and how they 
have developed over the course of time will broa-
den students’ horizons and contribute to mutual 
understanding. This enhanced understanding in its-
elf contributes to European and global citizenship 
and peace.

For more information and practical material on 
school partnerships >>> www.schoollinking.iz.or.at 

hoW to use thIs hanDbook? 

The set-up of this handbook allows teachers and 
students to work on the topic of the First World 
War as well as war and peace both on a national/
local level within their own school and on an inter-
national level together with a partner school. Based 
on the experience from the pilot schools of this pro-
ject, we believe that some of the learning results 
will definitely be bigger in an international school 
partnership. Direct interaction between pupils via 
different online communication tools or during a 
school exchange allows for immediate discussion, 
the exchange of opinions and the comparison of 
different points of view. On the teacher level, the 
comparison and exchange of teaching material 
and lesson plans within a partnership can generate 
new ideas and encourage educators to try different 
forms of teaching. 

In this handbook, assignments particularly suita-
ble for international co-operation are marked as 
such                          They feature tasks for the students 
to implement with their partner school. 

Additionally, every assignment includes reflection 
questions. Their aim is to draw together the lear-
ning from the assignment and enable students to 
share ideas about what they have learned and think 
now. The questions can be used in different ways: 
some will open up new discussions and take the to-
pic of as assignment further, others can be used for 
the debriefing, either in a class discussion or for in-
dividual reflection. 

Attached to this handbook is a resource section 
which offers more material on a specific topic, if 
necessary. The material that can be found in the re-
source section is marked with [r]. 
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the relevanCe of multIperspeCtIvIty to teaChIng 
about the fIrst WorlD War 

A perspective is a view that is limited by the stand-
point of the person or persons expressing it. This 
applies as much to the “producers” of historical 
sources (the participants in past events, the eye-
witnesses, the collators of information) as it does 
to the historian and student of history. But just ha-
ving access to different perspectives or adopting a 
comparative approach, focused on similarities and 
differences in perspectives, will not guarantee that 
the approach will be multiperspectival. Multiper-
spectivity also depends on our being able to relate 
the different perspectives to each other.

Within the context of history teaching, multiper-
spectivity aims to achieve three things:

To gain a broader understanding of historical •	
events and developments by taking into account 
the perspectives of all of the main groups and 
parties involved or affected.

To gain a deeper understanding of the historical •	
relationships between nations, or cross-border 
neighbours, or majorities and minorities within 
national borders.

To gain a clearer picture of the dynamics of what •	
happened through examining the interactions 
between the people and groups involved and 
their interdependence.

Some topics on the history curriculum particularly 
lend themselves to a multiperspectival approach: 
wars, revolutions, trade, religious conflicts, popula-
tion migrations, cultural shifts and so on. I shall try 
to briefly illustrate this through some references to 
teaching about the First World War. 

The centenary of the beginning of the war has 
produced a plethora of new books about the con-
flict. Most reflect a national, regional or great po-
wer perspective. The limitations of each account are 
not perceived to be problematic because there is a 
community of professional historians with expertise 
on the war who, between them, ensure that there 
is a broad and balanced coverage of the war. This 
is rarely the case in the content specified in school 
history curricula and textbooks. So, the first task is 
how to ensure, in spite of these constraints, that his-
tory students can access a fair and balanced account 

of what happened during the war. At a very basic le-
vel, this means some awareness of what happened 
in the different theatres of war and not just the one 
in which their own country was mostly involved. 
But it also means developing some understanding 
of the complex motives that led each of the main 
combatant countries to become involved in the war 
and to fight it in the way they did. 

DIversIty In hIstory teaChIng

Also, most European states are now characterised 
by ethnic and cultural diversity. This is reflected in our 
classrooms but not always in our history teaching. 
The prevailing approach to the First World War 
tends to ignore the ethnic diversity within the armies 
of both sides. The focus on national homogeneity 
also tends to encourage stereotypes. For instance, 
discussion of the causes of the war often identifies 
growing militarism and nationalism prior to 1914 wi-
thout also highlighting the considerable degree of 
opposition to the war within each country.

Furthermore, so many aspects of the war can only 
be understood by examining the dynamic interac-
tions between the military and political leaderships 
of the combatant countries – for example, the dip-
lomatic crisis of July 1914, the failure of the Schlief-
fen Plan, the negotiations leading to the armistice 
on the Western Front and the continuing conflicts 
of 1919-20 in Eastern Europe. To do this, students 
need to “put themselves in the shoes of” the key 
actors at that time and understand their motives, 
their concerns and the ever-changing context they 
were having to deal with. 

History teaching can be made more multiperspec-
tival by making the content more diverse, using a 
wider range of sources and ensuring that students 
have opportunities to access contrasting accounts 
of historical events. But it is also about helping stu-
dents to think historically about the past. Anyone 
studying the past must come to terms with discre-
pancies, contradictions, ambiguities, dissenting 
voices and partial points of view. That has implica-
tions for the kind of questions we need to encou-
rage our students to ask of major events such as the 
First World War. 

ROBERT STRADLING
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refleCtIon on the projeCt 
“1914-2014 europe lost & founD In War anD peaCe”

MARTIN LIEPACH 

The remembrance of 1914 is essential for German, 
European and world history. So the importance of 
the topic seemed to be obvious when I applied for 
participation in the project, which was undertaken 
in Frankfurt with a class of students who had cho-
sen history as a main subject at the secondary level 
(grade 11). One challenge was to link and integrate 
the project into the regular course, which in the cur-
rent term had to follow the timeline for teaching 
history from the French Revolution to the National 
Socialist period. The students’ commitment was es-
sential for the process and success of the project. 

At first, the common project language, i.e. com-
munication in English, seemed a big challenge, 
which the students, however, managed very well. 
Knowing that the students from the other countries 
did not have native speaker competence, either, 
made it easier and introduced English as a lingua 
franca.

The class consisted of 15 students aged 16 to 18 
with different family migration backgrounds. Be-
side German origins, students had family roots 
in Croatia, Russia, Kosovo, Iran, Afghanistan, Sri 
Lanka, Morocco, Japan, Austria and China. Students 
could contribute these different perspectives with 
regard to their family background, which raised 
their interest and further widened the project’s 
multiperspectivity focus. One interesting result of 
the project was an interview conducted by one stu-
dent with her aunt, a teacher in Sri Lanka, about 
the way the First World War is taught in that coun-
try; another one was a student’s research and short 
essay on his great-great-grandfather, who was of 
Slovenian origin and fell in the First World War as a 
soldier of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. 

The project started with an examination of views 
at the local level. The search for commemorative si-
tes in the immediate vicinity and their documenta-
tion were very important. The address of our school 
– named after the famous German sculptor and pa-
cifist Käthe Kollwitz – provided one example. Stu-
dents experienced and perceived different forms of 
commemorating the First World War. 

shIftIng betWeen loCal anD 
InternatIonal perspeCtIves

At the international level, the e-mails and res-
ponses from other schools were very important 
for the understanding of different perspectives 
in history. Specifically, the experience of different 
ways of commemorating the Sarajevo assassination 
led to further interesting discussions, including the 
consideration of a counterfactual approach. Also, 
studying and comparing different textbooks in dif-
ferent countries had a sustainable effect on under-
standing why different national perspectives exist. 
Finally, I wished I had had more time to develop a 
more “common European perspective” with the 
students; this means not only to acknowledge the 
various national perspectives, but also think about 
the inherent difficulties, and how to deal with or 
even overcome them.

The exercise aimed at finding a common definition 
of peace (cf. Chapter 1) triggered very vivid and se-
rious discussion and reflection within the group. We 
again made use of the definition later on when tal-
king about the peace treaties after the First World 
War. The research and presentation concerning the 
legacies of the First World War were another very 
successful part of the project. Beginning with the 
list of the British newspaper “The Guardian” (cf. 
Chapter 4), the students added several more topics 
that were of interest to them and had formerly not 
– or only rarely – been mentioned in our textbooks. 
At this stage, some students took a look at locations 
outside Europe (e.g. the Middle East). Their contri-
bution conveyed a general understanding of the 
war as a worldwide conflict.  

The students liked the project very much and 
were proud of their results. The project enhanced 
their ability to do research on their own and to pre-
sent their results to the group as well to the other 
schools and to interested people, e.g. showing the 
results to a school audience or talking about them 
to a journalist. Although coping with the project 
timeframe seemed very ambitious at first, I greatly 
enjoyed this opportunity to take a step off the bea-
ten track of traditional history teaching; a fact also 
highly appreciated by my students. 
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tWo CenturIes of peaCemakIng – a tImelIne 

CHRIS ROWE

There is more to peacemaking than signing tre-
aties. Peacemaking is a continuous struggle to re-
pair the damage caused by the upheavals of wars 
and revolutions and to try to construct systems of 

international behaviour that will strengthen peace 

and avert future conflict. Sometimes peacemaking 

is on a grand scale, as with the “Congress System” 

that grew out of the Revolutionary and Napoleonic 

Wars, or “Wilsonian Idealism” after the First World 

War. Sometimes it is narrower and more localised, 

as with the peace treaties agreed between France 

and Germany in 1871, or between Russia and Japan 

in 1905, or between the United States and North 

Vietnam in 1973. Sometimes elaborate diplomatic 

agreements rapidly fall apart; at other times, such 

as the Cold War, there is no signed treaty, but an 

unwritten agreement provides lasting stability. So-

metimes peacemaking is driven by moral princip-

les; sometimes by cynical self-interest. Sometimes 

peacemaking is pressured from below, by mass de-

mocracy and ideas of self-determination; often it is 

tightly controlled by great powers. Always, though, 

peacemaking is inextricably linked to the cycles of 

war and upheaval. 

a tImelIne

1815-1913 the long peace  

1814-1848 The Congress System: re-shaping Eu-

rope after the Napoleonic Wars and maintaining in-

ternational order through Great Power diplomacy

1848-1849 The Year of Revolutions: the temporary 

overthrow of the old order after widespread natio-

nal, liberal and socialist uprisings; but conservative 

regimes re-established afterwards

1856-1871 New National States: the internatio-

nal order confirmed by the Treaty of Paris after the 

Crimean War (1856). Unification achieved for Italy 

and Germany as constitutional states

1871-1913 Change from Below: growing national 

movements within the Ottoman, Austrian and Rus-

sian Empires. Uprisings in the Balkans 1875-78; First 

Balkan War 1912-13

1871-1913 Great Power Diplomacy from Above: 
Congress of Berlin 1878; American mediation of 
peace between Russia and Japan 1905; peace impo-
sed in the Balkans by the Treaty of London 1913

1899-1913 The International Peace Movement: 
first Hague Conference 1899; re-assertion of Ge-
neva Conventions 1906; second Hague Conference 
1907; opening of the Peace Palace 1913

1914-1923 “the War to end all Wars” 

1914-1917 The Lost Peace: failure of Great Power 
diplomacy to avoid a minor conflict in the Balkans 
from spreading into a general European war; the 
International Women’s Peace Movement and the 
“Open Christmas Letter” of 1914

1916-1918 Ending a Global Conflict: President 
Wilson’s Fourteen Points and US entry into the war; 
revolution in Russia and renunciation of the war by 
the Bolsheviks

1919-1923 Peacemaking and Wilsonian Idealism: 
collective security and establishment of the League 
of Nations (1919); self-determination and the emer-
gence of new national states; the beginnings of 
decolonisation. Peace treaties signed with germany 
(Versailles), Austria (St. Germain), Hungary (Tria-
non), Bulgaria (Neuilly) and Turkey (Sevres)

1924-1941 peace or War? 

1924-1932 The “Locarno Honeymoon”: US loans 
and economic recovery in Europe; Locarno Treaties 
(1925); Kellogg-Briand Pact to renounce war (1928); 
The Wall Street Crash and the onset of the Great 
Depression; the failure of the Geneva Disarmament 
Conference (1932)

1933-1938 Dealing with the Dictators: the League 
and Mussolini’s invasion of Abyssinia 1935-36; res-
ponse of the democracies to the Spanish Civil War; 
Japanese invasion of China (1927); Munich Agree-
ment with Hitler (1938)

1939-1941 The War that Hitler Won: Nazi-Soviet 
Pact; establishment of a Nazi Empire in Europe; US 
neutrality; Britain’s decision to continue the war af-
ter the fall of France (1940)
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1941-1949 World War and the rise of the 
superpowers 

1941-1945 The Defeat of the Axis: Grand Alliance 
of USA, USSR and Britain; planning the postwar 
peace at the Yalta conference (1945); the reve-
lations of the Holocaust; use of atomic weapons 
against Japan

1945-1949 The New World Order?: establishment 
of the United Nations; anti-colonialism and move-
ments for national independence; Nuremberg Trials 
and punishment of war crimes (1945-46); growing 
tensions and ideological conflicts between the su-
perpowers and emergence of the Cold War; Univer-
sal Declaration of Human Rights (1948); Establish-
ment of the Council of Europe (1949); creation of 
European Coal and Steel Community, the predeces-
sor of the EU (1952)

1949-1989 Cold War, hot peace 

1949-1983 Cold War Conflicts: Berlin Blockade 
(1948-49); Korean War (1950-53), Indochina, Hunga-
rian uprising (1956); Berlin Wall (1961); Prague Spring 
and Soviet invasion of Czechosolvakia (1968); Cuban 
Missile Crisis (1962); Vietnam War, Afghanistan

1949-1983 Co-operation and Détente: Austrian 
State Treaty (1955); Treaty of Rome (1957); Test Ban 
Treaty (1963); Establishment of the European Cour 
of Human Rights (1959); American rapprochement 
with China; Helsinki Accords (1975) and internatio-
nal peace movement
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1983-1989 Ending the Cold War: Gorbachev-Re-
agan summit at Reyjkavik (1986); New Forum in 
East Germany; dismantling of Berlin Wall (1989); 
independence for the satellite states 

1990-2014 years of transition 

1990-2004 The End of History?: US world domi-
nance and the apparent triumph of liberal capitalist 
democratic values; The Maastricht Treaty and the 
formation of the European Union (1992); the des-
integration of Yugoslavia and failure of UN peace-
keeping in the Balkans (1991-1999); genocide in 
Rwanda (1994) enlargement of the European Union 
to include former Soviet satellite states (2004)

2005-2014 Uncertain World: problems arising 
from the wars in Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria; the 
rise of international terrorism; the rise of China; glo-
bal warming and fears for the environment; Arab 
Spring; annexation of the Crimea and fears of a 
new Cold War with Putin’s Russia 
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traCIng War, DefInIng peaCe

Living in a peaceful society is normal reality for most students in Europe. With 
seven decades of peace in large parts of Europe since the Second World War, 
“war” often seems to be something related to other parts of the globe or to a dis-
tant history. The First World War that started a hundred years ago and maybe af-
fected the great-grandparents of today’s students seems to be only one example 
of such a war in a distant past with little or no connection to present-day reality. 

This chapter will introduce some questions to acquaint students with the topics 
of this handbook. By starting from personal reflection and their immediate sur-
roundings, students will be able to connect to the topic of the First World War at 
a different level – introducing the idea that peace requires active work, and that 
war and peace are questions that concern all of us.

What do we mean when we talk about “war” and “peace”? What do we 
associate with these words? Should “peace” be seen as more than an absence of 
violence? Does peace need to be defined as something active, rather than simply 
as an absence of something? Active reflection on these concepts constitutes the 
basis for a deeper understanding of words and concepts whose definition we 
might take for granted or interpret in a narrow sense.

What does the first World War have to do with me? With the First World 
War being considered the Great War for a long time and still so in several coun-
tries, there may be more traces of it in one’s own immediate surroundings than 
students might think. Looking for these traces will provide students with a first 
impression of the many different legacies of the war, which will be dealt with in 
greater depth in Chapter 4. 

What do you know about the first World War? Knowledge about the First 
World War is conveyed in different ways. Popular media, family history or history 
education in schools are three different sources of information on the war. The 
information we receive from these different sources varies evidently regarding 
content and message. By looking more closely at each of these sources, students 
will become aware of the fact that there exists not just one agreed version of 
history but rather multiple narratives and interpretations, and that they will have 
to consider the different versions of events they come across and use them to 
formulate their own interpretations. The narratives they encounter will depend 
on such things as whether they were produced by an official body, whether they 
are stories within a family relating to personal experience, or whether they have 
national or regional origins. They are also likely to be affected by whether they 
are narratives produced by the “winning” or the “losing” side. 
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Students are invited to associate freely in connection with the concepts of war and 

peace. The aim of the activity is not to look for an exhaustive definition or even a 

correct understanding, but for students to work on their own understanding and 

to allow for extensive reflection within the class/group.

To develop a feeling for the concepts of “war” and “peace” and the many topics •	

associated with them

To explore both positive and negative associations•	

20-30 minutes, depending on group size

11-18 years

Individual reflection, sharing within a bigger group

Pens and paper, flipchart to visualise all associations

What are the words for “war” and “peace” in your language? Write these words 1. 

vertically down on one page. Each letter will be the first letter of a word you 

associate with “war” and “peace”.

Each student should start individually by collecting their own associations and 2. 

writing them down on his/her page, then sharing the results with a partner.

After that, the teacher writes down the letters on the black/white board and 3. 

asks the students to share their associations, writing them down for everybody 

to see and thus collecting all associations of the class and sharing the results.

Share the associations of your class with your partner school and compare the coll-

ections of associations. Are they very different or very similar? Why do you think 

that is so?

n/a

Were you surprised by the associations that came up? Why or why not?

Was there a difference between positive and negative associations? Which associa-

tions came easier to you?

Have your ideas about war and peace changed as a result of this work?

How many examples from the past can you remember that would fit your defini-

tions of war and peace?

 

Interkulturelles Zentrum

AssociAtive ABc on “wAr” And “peAce”
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defining peAce

Students are invited to reflect on their own understanding of the concept of 

“peace”, discuss this with their peers and find a common definition of peace in 

their group. The point of the exercise is not to look for an official definition of 

peace, but for the class to work on their own understanding.

To consider what the concept of “peace” means to different people and groups•	

To stimulate discussion skills •	

To reach a common definition of the concept of “peace”•	

1 hour, depending on group size

11-18 years

Students “think, pair, share”. This means that they should at first work on their 

own, then with a partner, then share their ideas more widely.

Pens and paper

Each student thinks of a definition of peace. What does peace mean to me? 1. 

What is special about peace? Write down the four most important elements of 

peace. These can be single words or short phrases or descriptions.

After five minutes, the students find a discussion partner and exchange their 2. 

thoughts and the results of their individual reflections. The pair should agree on 

the four most important elements of peace. They might have to discuss or try to 

convince the other of their view on peace or come up with a new element that 

both can agree on. They write them down.

After another five minutes, the pair should exchange their thoughts with ano-3. 

ther pair of students. Again they will then agree on four elements of peace for 

their group and write them down.

Then they try to agree with eight people, with 16 people, until the whole class 4. 

finds four elements of peace everyone can agree on.

Share your class definition with that of your partner school – are they very diffe-

rent? Why do you think that is so?

n/a

Was it difficult to agree? •	

Do you feel happy about the four elements you agreed on? •	

Did you have to give up on some element that was very important for you in the •	

beginning? 

 Unknown, adapted for this handbook by Melanie Jacobs
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whAt trAces of the first world wAr Are there in your locAl 
surroundings?

This exercise asks students to look for traces of the First World War in their imme-

diate environment. They are challenged to find as many traces as possible and to 

conduct research on the different commemorative places. 

As an international extension, students could research memorials in different 

places, for example the Western Front in Belgium and France or the location of 

a partner school. By comparing the types, numbers and themes of memorials in 

different places, they are motivated to speculate on the reasons for similarities and 

differences.

To undertake individual and/or group research in the local area•	

To consider how much evidence of the First World War is left in the students’ •	

own environment

To develop a sense of which groups involved and affected by a war are comme-•	

morated and which are not

To identify different ways of commemorating the First World War•	

 

1-2 hours or more, depending on whether students are using materials already 

provided, undertake their own research and/or undertake extension activities

11-18 years

Study of photographs/maps/Internet sites of local area•	

Reflection and discussion in small groups, then creation of a presentation•	

Field visits to relevant sites/local libraries/museums (optional)•	

Access to the Internet•	

Cameras/video cameras/sketchpads for recording optional site visits•	

Alternatively, hard copies of maps/photographs/websites could be provided•	

Pens/pencils/paper/computers as appropriate to enable the development of a •	

presentation

Whole-class brainstorm and research on possible commemoration sites in the 1. 

local area – examples might be memorials, street names, buildings, statues, 

related sites, etc. 

Students identify the kinds of people or groups commemorated. Were they 2. 

involved in fighting or are other people such as doctors, nurses, pacifists, 

politicians, anarchists commemorated as well? Who are considered heroes and 

heroines?

Divide the class into small groups. If the list of locations is sufficiently large, each 3. 

group is allocated a different site/sites; otherwise, one site/sites can be alloca-

ted to more than one group.

Each group documents their site/sites – this can involve visiting the site, taking 4. 

photographs or conducting research as appropriate.

Each group creates a short presentation about their site/sites that might in-5. 

clude: background, why it is there, connection to the First World War. This can 

be a photo collage, PowerPoint presentation, Prezi, short film or a plain word 

document with pictures and text.
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The class as a whole share the information collected, which could also be dis-6. 

played or put on the school website as appropriate.

The information is shared with a partner school, or research into a different area 

is undertaken; the presentation then includes a comparison of traces of the First 

World War in different areas

First World War memorials on the Western Front: The Great War 1914-1918. A 

guide to WW 1 Battlefields and History of the First World War:   

>>> www.greatwar.co.uk/memorials/ww1-western-front-battlefield-memorials.

htm#britishandcommonwealth 

List of war cemeteries and memorials on the Gallipoli Peninsula in Turkey (Wikipe-

dia): >>> en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_war_cemeteries_and_memorials_on_

the_Gallipoli_Peninsula

What are memorials for?•	

What feelings do they want to evoke?•	

What is the difference to personal grief?•	

Were there any surprises in what you found?•	

Which differences did you find when comparing commemorative sites in other •	

countries? Can you explain them?
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the first world wAr in my fAmily And/or personAl environment

This exercise asks students to investigate memories of the First World War in the 

private rather than the public sphere. There may be personal memories of the war 

among students’ families, neighbours, friends or schools. For this activity, they are 

asked to take a biographical approach.

To establish concrete links between past and present•	

To find out the effects of the First World War on their local environment and •	

how that might have influenced the students’ current life

1 or more hours, depending on the nature of evidence available

11-18 years

Interviews; use of family papers, diaries, photographs, Internet research

Recording material – either electronic or pens and paper•	

Internet access, e.g. to military records•	

Identification of potential interviewees among family, friends, neighbours•	

Interview questionnaire on p. 21 •	

Students request access to any family papers, diaries, photographs. They 1. 

investigate whether there are any relevant local or national archives that can 

be accessed either online or via a visit to the archives/local museum/library, if 

possible.

Students compile material on the experience of ancestors of their family/ 2. 

friends/neighbours in the First World War. If they feel comfortable doing so, this 

can be shared with the rest of the class.

Interview questionnaire

For more extensive research about the war in their local environment, students can 

visit local libraries, museums, etc. or can look at military records: 

British military records (Commonwealth War Graves Commission) >>> www.cwgc.org 

German military records (Volksbund Deutsche Kriegsgräbervorsorge e.V.)  

 >>> www.volksbund.de/home.html

Austrian records (Österreichisches Staatsarchiv)     

>>> www.oesta.gv.at/site/6413/default.aspx

Did you learn new stories about your family/friends/neighbours? •	

Did anything surprise you about what you learned?•	

How did your family and friends react to your interview requests? Were they •	

happy to share information? Why do you think they reacted as they did?

Can you estimate the impact of these stories on your life as it is now? How diffe-•	

rent would your life be otherwise? 
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“1914-2014: Europe lost & found in war and peace“, interkulturelles Zentrum, vienna 2014

EUROPE1914 2014
lost & found in war and peace

Worksheet  the fIrst WorlD War In my famIly anD/or   
 personal envIronment

Sample Questionnaire for use in interviewing family/friends/neighbours about their experience in or knowledge of 

the First World War.

Do you know of any family connection 

to the First World War? If so can you 

outline it for me?

Where did the person you identify/

your family live during the First World 

War? What did this mean for the 

person/family? (Think about who the 

region or country was fighting for in 

the War)

Did anyone you know of fight in the 

War? If so, who did they fight for 

and what was their experience? Was 

anyone injured or did they die? 

Were any members of the family affec-

ted as civilians? Can you describe how 

they were affected/what they did 

during the war/if there were any long-

lasting effects? For example: Did they 

volunteer in any way? Was their food 

supply affected? Did they become 

refugees?

Do you have any family papers – dia-

ries, photographs, newspaper articles 

etc? Would I be able to look at them/

make copies?

Is there anything else you can tell me 

about the person/family’s experience 

in the First World War?

Would you be comfortable if I shared 

this story with my teacher/class/on-

line?
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how is rememBrAnce of the first world wAr still pArt of our 
culture? 

In this activity, students are asked what they, their family and friends know about 

the First World War. How is it represented in both popular and official culture? 

How much do they, their parents and society in general encounter information 

about the war?

To identify ways in which the First World War is still a part of our (popular) cul-•	

ture

To investigate the ways in which the First World War is remembered and repre-•	

sented as part of our culture

To note the variety and type of representations of the First World War that indi-•	

viduals are likely to come across

1 hour, plus any investigation time outside the classroom

11-18 years

Interviews with family and friends, online research, investigation of television/•	

film/cultural references to the First World War

Discussion and sharing of findings•	

Access to the Internet•	

Alternatively, television/theatre/film schedules could be printed off in advance•	

Visit to school/local library to check what is available to borrow on the First •	

World War

Students challenge each other to suggest the most ways in which they, their 1. 

family and friends might encounter the First World War. 

In pairs, students research how many of their ideas are correct and what other 2. 

ways there are for people to encounter the First World War.

Students make a note of the impression of the war conveyed by these books/3. 

films/images etc. Is it positive or negative? Does the war seem glorious or tragic? 

Students share their findings as a whole class, and the teacher leads a discussion 4. 

to reach a conclusion on the type and extent of material available in both popu-

lar and serious culture.

Printouts of television/cinema schedules/library catalogues if these cannot be 

accessed on the Internet

Were you surprised by how much/how little reference to the First World War you •	

found in popular and serious culture today? Why do you think this is so?

Do you think that the things you found were a true reflection of what happened •	

in the war and what it meant to people? Why (not)?
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Students are asked to investigate how the First World War is taught in their school 

and their country: they are invited to analyse the reason for this particular curricu-

lum and will become aware that there are many different factors influencing the 

narrative of the war in a country. 

Awareness of different narratives can be increased by investigating the similarities 

and differences in how the First World War is taught in different places and coun-

tries. Students can try to identify the different narratives in different places and the 

reasons for these. Students are not looking for “right” or “wrong” interpretations 

of the war and how it is taught, but rather at what the differences and similarities 

are, and which perspectives and interests influence the different narratives. In this 

way, they are enabled to start drawing conclusions.

To identify the school subject(s) through which the First World War is taught at •	

your school 

To identify the main aspects of the First World War that are taught at your •	

school

To identify the different factors that shape a narrative •	

Analyse this information/find out that there are different narratives and that the •	

teaching of the First World War is influenced by different aspects

Discover and learn about different narratives of the First World War in different •	

countries

1-3 hours, depending on the extent of comparative work undertaken

14-18 years

Interviews with teachers and older students at school, study of curricula from other 

countries for comparison, discussion and sharing

Opportunities created to interview staff and students at school•	

Access to textbooks/resources/schemes of work for different subjects at your •	

school which teach aspects of the First World War

Access to two or three descriptions from schools in different countries or from a •	

partner school

Students either create their own questionnaire or use the model included to find 1. 

out about how the First World War is taught at their school. They can interview 

teachers and/or older students and/or examine the resources used at the school 

to identify the different ways the war is taught as well as the different aspects 

taught.

In small groups, students discuss on how the war is taught at their school, what 2. 

elements might have influenced information about the war (winning/losing 

side, battle fronts in their country, …) and reach conclusions about the narra-

tive of the war conveyed to them.  

In small groups, students compare this narrative with examples they have from 

two or three other countries about the way the war is taught in other regions or 

countries and/or their partner school(s). They produce a table comparing the diffe-

rent narratives and discuss reasons for the differences. Students compare this table 

the first world wAr in schools 
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with how the war is taught at their school and reach conclusions about similarities 

and differences’

Alternatively or additionally, students could do further research with family and 

friends to learn whether they were taught the same things and in the same way. 

They reach conclusions about whether the manner in which the First World War is 

taught has changed over time.

Model curricula as produced by the pilot schools of this project – examples from 

different regions in Europe and from each “side” in the conflict are provided to 

convey varying perspectives as well as ideas of different narratives of the war in 

different places. [r]

Worksheet The First World War in schools (p. 25) 

Were you aware that there are differences in the way the First World War is •	

taught between different subjects, different places and even different gene-

rations before you started this assignment? If not, why do you think you were 

unaware of this? Can you account for the differences?

What was the biggest surprise about the differences? Why was that so surpri-•	

sing?

How important do you think it is to know about different narratives of the First •	

World War in Europe? Why?

Helen Snelson/Barbara Hibbert
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“1914-2014: Europe lost & found in war and peace“, interkulturelles Zentrum, vienna 2014

EUROPE1914 2014
lost & found in war and peace

Worksheet  the fIrst WorlD War In sChools

Questionnaire to be used in your school or to ask friends/neighbours/relatives about how they were taught about the 

First World War: how and what is or was taught about the First World War in your school?

What age groups learn/ed about the 

First World War and for how long?

In what school subjects do/did pupils 

learn about the First World War?

Is/was the study of the First World 

War optional, compulsory or a mixture 

of both? 

Who decided what is/was taught 

about the First World War? (it could 

be teachers, the school, the national 

government, or someone else)

What resources are/were used to 

teach about the First World War? 

(Textbooks, pictures, diaries, litera-

ture? Just from the country/region or 

from all who fought in the War?)

What is/was taught about the First 

World War? (for example the fighting, 

how civilians were affected, culture 

such as paintings and poetry?) 
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ConflICt theory

All of us have been in conflicts before. What is a conflict and how can conflicts 
develop? Which factors fuel a conflict and which attitudes and actions can help 
to de-escalate it? Which decisions change a conflict? What are the differences 
between large-scale wars and personal conflicts within one’s circle of friends or 
class? 

This chapter will look into these questions in greater detail and offers the possi-
bility of comparing and connecting historical events to personal acts.

your enemy is my enemy? Blaming the other, finding allies for support in 
the fight as well as lack of communication between the parties involved are some 
elements common to many conflicts. On a personal level, this might be easier 
to analyse than in a war between countries, especially if a war develops into a 
worldwide conflict, involving countries all over the globe on different levels, as 
was the case for the First World War. With the war developing as it did, the myth 
that it had become inevitable at some point sprang into existence – but was this 
really true? 

What happened in july 1914? The First World War, and especially its begin-
ning in the form of the July Crisis, offers a strong illustration of how conflicts 
spiralling out of control can develop. Before 1914, there had been several interna-
tional crises that had not entailed the outbreak of a war; however, the July Crisis 
of 1914 turned out differently. In each country, there were peace movements, but 
they were too weak to prevent war, and the states were not willing to use arbitra-
tion systems to settle the conflict. 

stepping stones for conflicts. In this chapter, we take a closer look at the 
historical events as they happened and try to identify the stages of conflict esca-
lation as well as neglected or missed opportunities for de-escalation. By using a 
model of conflict escalation, students have the possibility of linking the stages of 
conflict to their personal environment and of reflecting on personal behaviour in 
conflicts and possible de-escalation.

act it out! This chapter includes a link to a scripted drama on the July Crisis. De-
signed as a short theatre play, it allows students to slip into the roles of different 
countries involved in the July Crisis and to approach the events from a different 
perspective.
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the role of the two AlliAnce systems in the outBreAk of the first 
world wAr 

This introductory activity enables students to find out about the alliance systems 
before the First World War, which will help them to identify some of the reasons 
why the July Crisis escalated into the First World War. 

To identify the countries in the two alliance systems•	
To reflect on how alliance systems influence the dynamics of conflict•	
To consider the advantages and disadvantages of alliance systems in keeping •	
peace 

1 hour

14-18 years

Small group discussion based on maps and information about the alliance systems. 
Development of a table showing strengths and weaknesses

Access to information on the alliance systems either in printed form or via the Inter-
net, pens/pencils and paper

In small groups, students study the table delineating how the countries of 1. 
Europe divided into alliance systems before the First World War. They use this 
information to speculate on the main reasons why Europe was divided in this 
way and consider all aspects of the table they might find baffling. 

Students then use the map of Europe showing the alliance systems and discuss 2. 
how far this furthers their understanding of the alliance systems.

Students use the table of the relative strength of the countries in the Triple Alli-3. 
ance and Triple Entente before the outbreak of war to speculate on the reasons 
for the differential in the amount of arms and military spending.

Students use all this information to construct a table showing the strengths 4. 
and weaknesses of the two alliance systems. They speculate on the functions of 
alliance systems, on how they can contribute to peace and on their function in 
conflict situations. 

Then they add a short conclusion to the table about the ways in which a system 5. 
like this might make war more likely, rather than helping to keep the peace.

Table showing how the countries of Europe divided into alliance systems before the 
First World War [r]

Table showing the relative strength of countries in the Triple Alliance and Triple 
Entente before the outbreak of war [r]

Map showing the two alliance systems (mapsof.net  alliances 1914)   
>>> mapsof.net/map/map-europe-alliances-1914#.U_NFzvldU1Z 

Germany claimed her biggest worry was being surrounded by enemies and she •	
was only being defensive. How far do you think this claim is valid?
Why do you think some countries were not part of these alliance systems?•	
What alliance systems do you know today? Do you think they help to keep the •	
peace? Can you give any examples?
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the July crisis 

In this activity, students learn about the events of the July Crisis and are asked to 

consider why the July Crisis led to the outbreak of the First World War. Based on 

these reflections, they are invited to think about potential alternative actions and 

outcomes.

To identify the motives of the different countries involved in the July Crisis•	

To consider the actions of the various countries involved and whether there •	

could have been any different outcomes

To speculate about whether there was any alternative to escalation into war and •	

what form that might have taken

1-2 hours 

14-18 years

Discussions in pairs or small groups, creation of Facebook profile or Twitter feed, 

thinking of alternative scenarios

Copies of three documents for each pair group: 

Background to the July Crisis•	

Events of the July Crisis•	

Austro-Hungarian Ultimatum to Serbia•	

In pairs or small groups, students read up on the historical background to the 1. 

July Crisis and check their understanding of the terms in the glossary.

Using the documents “Events of the July Crisis” and “Austro-Hungarian Ultima-2. 

tum to Serbia”, they        

either: create a Facebook page showing which countries “like” each other and 

how they became allies (they can use flags as avatars but need to make sure 

they are from the original time period, not modern ones),   

or: write a series of tweets between the countries involved to show how they 

responded to the events as they unrolled during the July Crisis.

In small groups and later as a whole class, students discuss at what points they 3. 

think there could have been alternatives to stop the crisis escalating into war. 

They identify the main crisis points and suggest how the situation might have 

been managed differently.

Background to the July Crisis •	 [r]

Events of the July Crisis •	 [r]

Austro-Hungarian Ultimatum to Serbia •	 [r]

Was it difficult to understand the differences in the motives of the individual •	

countries?

What surprised you most about the differences? Why was that?•	
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scripted drAmA on the July crisis 

In this activity, students engage with the events of the July Crisis and how they led to 

the outbreak of the First World War. They consider the differences between 1914 and 

2014 and the mechanisms that encourage peace in 2014. 

As an extension, the worksheet accompanying the scripted drama contains additional 

ideas of topics for research and discussion, which continue the ideas into the 21st century.

To explore the pre-war alliance systems•	

To explore factors and mechanisms that encourage peace in 2014•	

To develop group work and collaboration skills•	

2-4 hours, depending how many of the activities are attempted

11-18 years

Students take part in a scripted drama about the events of the July Crisis. It could 

involve pupils of different ages and extend across different subjects as a cross-curri-

cular activity, if desired.

Each student needs a copy of the script and the appropriate “character card”.•	

Various “props” are needed (they are outlined in the script and character list), five •	

suitcases, school chairs/benches, a scroll, a postcard and a computer/iPod or similar 

to play sound effects.

You should allocate parts according to literacy levels.•	

A copy of a political map of Europe in 1914 for follow-up work•	

Large pieces of plain paper, colouring pencils, pens, scissors to create mind maps•	

A dice•	

For the second section of the activity, each student needs a copy of the worksheet •	

that will guide them through the relevant section of the script and explains how to 

play the game.

For the complete course of action, please refer to the work pack of the scripted 

drama, which can be downloaded from >>> www.iz.or.at/schulprojekt-1914-2014

There are two main sections to this activity.

Students act out the scripted drama as a whole class. 1. 

Students reflect on the scripted drama in small groups and then play a collabora-2. 

tive card game.

Script, Worksheet, Lesson plan, Character list

What alternative scenarios were there in 1914? Was war inevitable?•	

The action of this scripted drama takes place at a railway station. Why do you think •	

this is so? In what ways is it appropriate or inappropriate?

Are there any lessons for modern crises that we can learn from the events of July 1914?•	

How did it feel to “act” a country? Could you understand the reasoning and decisi-•	

ons of “your” country in the conflict better after that? 

Kate Brennan >>> www.actthefacts.com
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glAsl’s theory of conflict escAlAtion 

In this activity, students take a closer look at how conflicts (can) develop. They 

learn about Friedrich Glasl’s model of conflict escalation. Glasl is a conflict and 

peace researcher who has developed a nine-stage model that tries to explain how 

conflict happens from the moment where a “win-win” situation is still possible up 

to the moment when both sides go “into the abyss”, and everyone loses. 

Students will try to apply Glasl’s theory of conflict escalation to the July Crisis.

To learn about one possible model of conflict escalation•	

To consider Glasl’s model with regard to the July Crisis and whether it could have •	

been de-escalated

To discuss what alternative actions might have helped to prevent the war•	

1-2 hours

14-18 years

Study of information sheets, reflection and discussion

Information sheets on the July Crisis, information on Glasl’s model

In pairs and small groups, students examine and discuss Glasl’s model. Initially, 1. 

they can try to apply it to a minor conflict in their own lives.

Students then should try to apply the model to the July Crisis. It will not work 2. 

perfectly, but they should identify all points at which they recognise the steps 

described by Glasl.

Students examine the details of the Austro-Hungarian ultimatum to Serbia 3. 

and consider where it fits into Glasl’s model. What level do they think this has 

reached in the model?

Students then attempt to identify any points at which appropriate intervention 4. 

could have de-escalated the conflict. They should be told that not every crisis 

has to go through all nine steps.

Pairs and small groups compare their ideas on what interventions could have 5. 

taken place, draw up a list of mechanisms to intervene in situations of this kind 

and of the resources these would need to be effective.

Background to the July Crisis; Events of the July Crisis; Austro-Hungarian Ultimatum 

to Serbia [r]

Illustrations and explanation of Glasl’s model [r]

Summary sheet of possible intervention strategies in conflicts [r]

There were more than two sides in the July Crisis. Do you think this affected how •	

the crisis developed? Does it affect Glasl’s model?

Considering current or recent conflicts, do you think that the world has learned •	

any lessons since the outbreak of war in 1914? Does Glasl’s model work better 

with recent conflicts?

Who would intervene in a similar crisis in Europe today? What would they do?•	

Barbara Hibbert
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de-escAlAting A conflict At A personAl or locAl level 

In this activity, students move from the historical and international to the personal 

level. They consider how conflicts might escalate or de-escalate in situations they 

might find themselves in today. They are asked to consider how they behave in 

conflict situations. 

To reflect on methods of conflict resolution in their own lives•	

To apply Glasl’s theory to the local and personal levels•	

2 hours

11-18 years

Short film is watched, followed by reflection and discussion

Facilities to watch short film

Students watch a short film on the escalation of a conflict between neighbours.1. 

In pairs or small groups, they then use the summary sheet of different attitudes 2. 

that can be adopted in a conflict situation in order to identify the attitudes of 

the neighbours. They discuss how different attitudes might have influenced the 

conflict. They discuss what a “co-operative” solution might have looked like in 

this case.

Students identify potential or actual conflict situations in their own lives. These 3. 

could involve family, friends, teachers or neighbours. For these situations, they 

then discuss whether they recognise any of the attitudes in the film or summary 

sheet and whether they themselves ever display similar attitudes. They consider 

whether their attitude differs depending on the conflict or their relationship 

with the person or people involved.

Students share their examples with other groups and/or the whole class.4. 

Finally, as a group or whole class, students identify a conflict that has been de-5. 

escalated at a personal or local level – they can either use a previous example 

or think of another conflict. They work through the steps that were taken and 

identify the points at which the conflict was de-escalated.

Short film on conflict between neighbours: Norman McLaren: Neighbours (1952 

Film) >>> www.nfb.ca/film/neighbours_voisins    

 More Info on the film >>> en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neighbours_(1952_film) 

Summary sheet of various attitudes that can be adopted in a conflict situation [r]

Summary sheet of possible conflict intervention strategies [r]

What factors influence the attitudes you adopt in a conflict situation?•	

Can you think of positive and negative aspects of these different attitudes?•	

Can you suggest any strategies for schools to adopt in order to de-escalate •	

conflict situations? Are there any models that you would recommend to your 

school?

Barbara Hibbert
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peaCe aCtIvIsts

It is often difficult to understand why violence and war occur when so many 
people claim to strive for peace. But conflicts happen and wars take place, with 
many people even supporting war and believing that it has a just cause. One pre-
requisite for this is a “culture of violence” in place that leads people to feel that 
violence is right or at least not wrong. 

What is a culture of violence? Johan Galtung, a Norwegian sociologist and 
the principal founder of the discipline of peace and conflict studies, gives some 
examples suggesting that things like religion, political ideology, the cult of the 
leader or the use of propaganda in various forms can all be part of a culture that 
makes violence acceptable. More information on Galtung: 

>>> www.galtung-institut.de/home/johan-galtung 
>>> en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johan_Galtung 

mapping stereotypes Creating and enforcing stereotypes is one aspect of 
a culture of violence: stereotypes dehumanise “the other” – when a person is 
reduced to a few particular features, this fosters the belief that one has little in 
common with this individual, and thus this person is more likely to be an enemy. 
Does this sound familiar? Stereotypes fostered the antagonism between coun-
tries before the First World War. They still do so today – but do we have the same 
stereotypes? Students should become aware that structural and cultural conditio-
ning can lead to increased violence in society and thus be an obstacle to peace. 

peacemakers With a culture of violence in place and the war breaking out, it 
may be easy to overlook that there were always people and groups working for 
a culture of peace before and during the First World War and the rest of the 20th 
century. We want to learn about some of them, look at what they had in common 
and what they did to fight for peace. Not all peace activists win the Nobel Peace 
Prize, but learning about the prize might also give us insights in the diversity of 
peace activists.

peaceful europe? Europe likes to describe itself as the continent with 70 years 
of peace behind it. With structures like the Council of Europe and the European 
Union being established during the 20th century, peace seems to have come to 
stay. The European Union even received a Nobel Peace Prize for its contribution 
to peace. For what exactly was the Nobel Peace Prize awarded? How is peace 
secured in Europe today? 

Students will also consider their own situation, how they can become involved in 
peace activism and what themes and ideas they can take from their knowledge of 
the First World War in order to continue and foster a European culture of peace. 
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did culturAl stereotyping encourAge A culture of violence Before 
the first world wAr? 

In this activity, students will consider why people seemed ready to support wars 

before the First World War and even fight themselves in the war. Students engage 

with satirical maps and the prejudices promoted by them before the First World 

War. Was violence normalised in society? What were the obstacles to peace?

To identify the types of cultural stereotyping that existed before and during the •	

First World War

To analyse satirical maps and propaganda source material •	

To consider how far these helped create a culture of violence before and during •	

the First World War

2 hours

14-18 years

Study of maps, posters and other examples of propaganda, reflection and discus-

sion

Access to the Internet•	

Alternatively, the maps and any other materials could be printed off before the •	

lesson

Students examine two examples of satirical maps, one produced in Britain, one 1. 

produced in Germany in the early 20th century.

Together with a partner, they discuss as follows: 2. 

How do the maps encourage people to think in a certain way?•	

What specific stereotypes do the maps represent?•	

Do you think these images changed the way people thought? Why?•	

Do you think the source would have encouraged ideas of cultural violence?•	

In pairs or small groups, students research other examples of cultural stereoty-3. 

ping and the culture of violence before and/or during the First World War. For 

each example found, students should write a short case study explaining the 

purpose of the source, the symbolism behind it and how it supports stereoty-

ping and a culture of violence. They may wish to focus on their own country or 

region or engage in a comparison between different countries and regions.

Students share these case studies with other groups and explain how effective 4. 

they think the sources would have been in changing the way people thought 

and/or in encouraging them to support the war.

Pre-First World War satirical maps (Historiana, your portal to the past  satirical 

maps) >>> historiana.eu/collection/satirical-maps 

Propaganda posters produced by various nations during the First World War  

(firstworldwar.com – a multimedia history of world war one)    

>>> www.firstworldwar.com/posters/index.htm

German First World War propaganda posters >>> www.ww1propaganda.com/

world-war-1-posters/german-ww1-propaganda-posters?page=1
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Austrian First World War propaganda posters >>> www.ww1propaganda.com/

world-war-1-posters/austrian-ww1-propaganda-posters

French First World War propaganda posters >>> www.ww1propaganda.com/world-

war-1-posters/french-ww1-propaganda-posters

(all links via: World War 1 Propaganda Posters – examples of Propaganda from WW 

1, Jiggsy Communications LLC)

Are you surprised by the type of imagery about different countries used before •	

and during the First World War?

Is it more acceptable to produce stereotyping images during a time of war?•	

What sort of effect do you think this sort of stereotyping would have had on the •	

way you think?

Do the historical maps represent any stereotypes you might have about any of •	

these countries today? 

Katie Hall/Barbara Hibbert
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german satirical map of europe in 

1914 >>> historiana.eu/sources/show/

karte-europe-jahre)

british satirical map of europe in 

1900 >>> historiana.eu/sources/show/

john-bull-friends

www.ww1propaganda.com/world-war-1-posters/austrian-ww1-propaganda-posters
www.ww1propaganda.com/world-war-1-posters/french-ww1-propaganda-posters
http://historiana.eu/sources/show/karte-europe-jahre)
http://historiana.eu/sources/show/john-bull-friends
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to whAt extent does culturAl stereotyping exist todAy And does it 
encourAge A culture of violence? 

Students are asked to look at examples of cultural stereotyping that exist to-

day, the effects these have on people and whether they encourage a culture of 

violence. Stereotypes are present in satirical maps but also in popular culture like 

television, films, advertisements, etc. 

To become aware of mechanisms of cultural stereotyping•	

To reflect on own perceptions and practices •	

To identify and create awareness of modern examples of cultural stereotyping•	

To reach a conclusion about whether cultural stereotyping still encourages a •	

culture of violence today

2 hour

14-18 years

Research of stereotyping today, discussion and sharing of conclusions

Access to the Internet•	

Alternatively, hard copies of modern stereotyping can be printed off before the •	

lesson

In small groups, students consider their own ideas and stereotypes about peo-1. 

ple from other countries (for example other European countries, neighbouring 

countries, ...). Students should also consider which stereotypes people from 

other countries might have about their country. 

Students then consider examples of modern cultural stereotyping in maps using 2. 

either the Internet or copies printed off in advance. These maps are made out 

to be amusing but do give an insight into the kind of cultural stereotyping that 

exists in Europe today. 

In small groups, students then discuss about what they think these maps might 3. 

represent. These questions can guide their thinking:

Do you think the maps give an accurate idea of the way people think about •	

each other?

Do you think the maps are funny? Why?•	

Do you think this kind of thinking is dangerous? Why?•	

Were you surprised by any of the cultural stereotypes about your own or •	

other countries? Why?

Each group reaches a conclusion about how far these maps encourage a culture 4. 

of violence today and shares ideas with other groups/the whole class.

Your partner school also collects their ideas and stereotypes. Share the results and 

compare. Did your partner school have the same prejudices and stereotypes about 

the same countries? Can you explain the similarities and differences?

Alternatively to maps, students can research popular culture.

1. In small groups, students research other examples of cultural stereotyping, e.g. 

on TV, in films, advertisements, books, music, by politicians, etc. they are aware 

of today.
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2. Each group should choose one example and students should write a short case 

study explaining:

the purpose of the source•	

the symbolism behind it•	

how far they think it supports stereotyping and a culture of violence•	

any dangers they see in such stereotyping•	

Modern examples of cultural stereotyping in maps

Europe is not dead ( images of Europe)       

>>> europeisnotdead.com/video/images-of-europe/european-stereotypes 

The Guardian (January 26, 2012  Stereotypes)    

>>> www.theguardian.com/world/interactive/2012/jan/26/european-

stereotypes-europa

Alphadesigner (art project “mapping stereotypes”)    

>>> alphadesigner.com/mapping-stereotypes 

Was it easy to find stereotypes about your own country? Why or why not?•	

Was it easy to define and agree on common images and stereotypes about •	

groups that you are not a part of?

Do you think cultural stereotyping today encourages people to think in a certain •	

way?

Is it possible to stop cultural stereotyping? Would it be desirable if it were •	

possible?

Do you think it makes a difference which group is targeted with a stereotype? •	

Why?

Barbara Hibbert/Katie Hall
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individuAls And groups who worked for peAce Before And during 
And After the first world wAr 

Many individuals and groups worked for peace before and during the First World 

War, thus going against the existing culture of violence. This activity focuses on 

people across Europe who felt that the way society was structured encouraged vio-

lence, inequality and oppression. Students are asked to research individuals and/or 

groups who worked for peace before and during the First World War.

To research individuals and/or groups who worked for peace before and during •	

the First World War

To consider the impact of their work•	

To reach a conclusion about the significance of the people/groups researched•	

2-3 hours

14-18 years

Research, presentation and discussion 

Access to the Internet•	

Alternatively, hard copies of the materials can be printed off before the lesson•	

Divide the class into pairs or small groups and allocate individuals and/or groups 1. 

who worked for peace before and during the First World War for them to 

research, so that you get a broad sample across the class. Students may use the 

worksheet on p. 43 to structure their findings.

The following are issues to consider for each individual or group:2. 

What were the most important aspects of their work?•	

What struggles did they have to overcome in their work?•	

What do you think about the impact of their work?•	

In what ways did they work for peace?•	

Each pair or small group creates a presentation to teach other students about 3. 

the significance of the individual or group they have researched. This could take 

the form of a wall display, an electronic presentation which could be featured 

on the school website or an oral presentation to the rest of the class or another 

class. 

Consider differences and similarities between the different activists and move-4. 

ments. Can you explain these?

As an extension, the exercise can be repeated to peace activists after the First 

World War.

Worksheet on p. 39

Information on peace activists before and during the First World War

Henry Dunant

 >>> en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Dunant 

 >>> www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/peace/laureates/1901/dunant-facts.html 

Alfred Hermann Fried

 >>> en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alfred_Hermann_Fried

 >>> www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/peace/laureates/1911/fried-bio.html 
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Aletta Jacobs

 >>> en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aletta_Jacobs

 >>> spartacus-educational.com/USAWjacobsA.htm 

Jean Jaurès

 >>> en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean_Jaur%C3%A8s 

 >>> spartacus-educational.com/FWWjaures.htm 

Rosa Mayreder 

 >>> en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rosa_Mayreder

Romain Rolland 

 >>> en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Romain_Rolland

 >>> www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/literature/laureates/1915 

Bertha von Suttner

 >>> www.ppu.org.uk/learn/infodocs/people/pst_bertha.html 

 >>> www.berthavonsuttner.com/index.html 

 >>> www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/peace/laureates/1905/suttner-facts.html

Information on feminist movements

 >>> womhist.alexanderstreet.com/hague/intro.htm 

 >>> www.ukwilpf.org/history 

Information about political opposition to the First World War

 >>> en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opposition_to_World_War_I 

Information on peace activists in the 20th and 21st century

List of Nobel Peace Prize winners (The Norwegian Nobel Committee)

 >>> nobelpeaceprize.org/en_GB/laureates 

Right Livelihood Award (filter for “peace”)

 >>> www.rightlivelihood.org/laureates.html 

List of Peace Activists (Wikipedia)

 >>> en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_peace_activists

Winners of the Peace Prize of the German Book Trade

 >>> www.friedenspreis-des-deutschen-buchhandels.de/445950

These individuals and groups did not prevent war. Does this mean that their •	

work was pointless?

To what degree can individuals and/or groups make a difference in the culture of •	

their country or region?

Reflection for the extension activities: 

What sort of people is identified as peace activists? Is there anybody on the lists •	

that surprises you? Why? Are there similarities between the different activists? 

Katie Hall/Barbara Hibbert/Melanie Jacobs
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“1914-2014: Europe lost & found in war and peace“, interkulturelles Zentrum, vienna 2014

EUROPE1914 2014
lost & found in war and peace

Worksheet  CrIterIa for DeCIDIng If someone Is hIstorICally  
 sIgnIfICant – fIve rs

Study the biography and work of a peace activist or movements and answer the five R- questions for each person or 

movement that worked for peace.

nAmE oF PEAcE AcTivisT

revealIng 

The work of the person tells us 

something about some aspect of the 

past which we did not know about 

before.

remarkable

The person was remarked upon at 

the time and/or since. They were 

considered important at the time and/

or by succeeding generations.

remembereD 

The person was important at some 

stage in history and is remembered.

resonant 

People can link their experiences, 

beliefs or situations to this person.

resultIng In Change 

The work of the person resulted in 

change and/or had consequences for 

the future.

Adapted from Counsell, C. (2004) “History and Literacy in Year 7”
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whAt should everyBody know ABout the noBel peAce prize? 

This exercise looks at how those who fight for peace can receive recognition. 

Students find out about the Nobel Peace Prize and consider why it is awarded and 

how deserving some of its winners are. 

 

To research some of the Nobel Peace Prize winners•	

To consider different reasons for the awarding of the Nobel Peace Prize•	

To reach a conclusion on why the prize is awarded•	

1 hour

11-18 years

Small-group work discussion and class conclusion

Access to the Internet•	

Alternatively, hard copies of the materials to be used can be printed off before •	

the lesson

In pairs or small groups, students look at the list of Nobel Peace Prize winners 1. 

and talk about which of them they have heard of, why they think they were 

awarded the prize and the different reasons for receiving the prize. 

Students then write a short explanation (100 words) about the people or 2. 

groups that have won the prize. The following questions should help focus their 

thoughts:

Are there similarities between winners?•	

What sort of work have people or groups done to be awarded the prize?•	

Is there anybody on the list that they find surprising?•	

These explanations should be shared with the rest of the class and similarities 3. 

and differences in conclusions should be discussed.

List of Nobel Peace Prize winners (The Norwegian Nobel Committee)  

>>> nobelpeaceprize.org/en_GB/laureates

Do you think that the Nobel Peace Prize makes a difference in the world?•	

Are there any other ways you can think of to reward those who attempt to make •	

peace?

Should peacemakers be rewarded in this way?•	

Katie Hall/Barbara Hibbert
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cAn europe Be considered A peAce proJect?

Europe is often called a “peace project”. Students may be surprised to know that 

the European Union was awarded the Peace Prize in 2012, given that they may hear 

criticism about it from countries, governments and other people. This activity asks 

them to find out more about why the prize was awarded to the EU and to reach a 

conclusion on whether the award was justified in their opinion.

To learn about “Europe as a peace project”•	

To consider why the European Union was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize•	

To reach a conclusion on whether the EU should have been awarded the Nobel •	

Peace Prize

1 – 2 hour(s)

14-18 years

Individual reflection and group discussion about cartoon and articles

Access to the Internet, timeline “Two centuries of peace making” •	

Alternatively, materials can be downloaded and printed off before the lesson•	

In pairs or small groups, students research about “Europe as a peace project” 1. 

(including research on the Council of Europe (CoE) and the European Union) 

and identify examples of success and failure, using the websites below and any 

other material available.

Students then should write a blog post on whether they think the EU deserved 2. 

to be awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. They can use these ideas to help structure 

their writing:

What actions for peace was the European Union recognised for? •	

Thinking back to their knowledge of the First World War and the early 20th •	

century, should the EU be given credit for establishing and keeping peace? 

What is the role and function of the Council of Europe in keeping peace in •	

Europe?

What functions of the EU and the CoE should be highlighted when thinking •	

about peace?

Articles about the EU winning the Nobel Peace Prize (the first two are supportive, 

but the third is quite critical of the EU): 

Europa.eu – official Website of the European Union    

>>> europa.eu/about-eu/basic-information/eu-nobel

Open democracy, Ulrich Speck, December 10, 2012    

>>> www.opendemocracy.net/ulrich-speck/why-eu-deserves-nobel-peace-prize

New Statesman, David Allen Green, October 12, 2012    

>>> www.newstatesman.com/blogs/david-allen-green/2012/10/why-european-

union-does-not-deserve-nobel-peace-prize 

Timeline “Two centuries of peace making” on p. 13

Information on the history of the EU (European Union – How the EU works- 

history) >>> europa.eu/about-eu/eu-history/index_en.htm 
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Information on the history of the Council of Europe (Council of Europe – The Coun-

cil in brief – our history) >>> www.coe.int/en/web/about-us/founding-fathers 

How peaceful do you think Europe has been since the Second World War? •	

Thinking back to the First World War and its outcome, should we give the EU •	

more credit for peace in Europe today?

Do you think the EU has been part of a process of peace and reconciliation?•	

Are you surprised that the EU won the Nobel Peace Prize in 2012? Why or why •	

not? Has this changed your ideas about the European Union in any way? How?

 

Barbara Hibbert/Melanie Jacobs
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whAt would peAce look like in your locAl community? 

This activity asks students to apply what they have learned so far about peace and 

the struggle throughout the 20th century to fight for, foster and maintain peace 

to their own situation today. They are asked to think about what they can do for 

peace in their own communities.

Extension: carry out plans for a Peace Day

To raise awareness of the ways that peace can be worked for, also on a personal level•	

To plan and/or complete a practical project on raising awareness for peace •	

within their local community

1 hour; longer if the Peace Day is to take place

11-18 years

A film is watched, followed by discussion and brainstorming; planning of a Peace Day 

Facility to show short film•	

Pens, paper, presentation materials•	

The class watches the short film “What would peace look like in your community”. 1. 

Students should consider if they understand the definitions and elements of 2. 

peace that are mentioned in the video.      

Based on this, they can define peace in their own community and possibly make 

their own video.

Share the results with your partner school and compare the different definitions and 

elements of peace in your communities. Can you explain differences and similarities? 

As en extension, students can plan a Peace Day for their school (21 September is 

the International Day of Peace: www.un.org/en/events/peaceday )

They should consider the following:

What message do they want to get across?•	

How will they make the message clear?•	

What methods can they use to include all members of the community, both •	

young and not so young?

If the Peace Day is to happen, students also need to include practical considerations 

such as:

Who to speak to about the arrangements?•	

How to include ideas of teachers, parents or local officials?•	

What they will need to produce (advertising leaflets, peace handouts, etc.)?•	

Short film on how peace would look like in your community   

(American Friends Service Committee, World summit of Nobel Peace Laureates 

2013) >>> www.afsc.org/video/what-would-peace-look-your-community

What ideas do you now have about working for peace?•	

How can you start to work on these? What practical things can you do for peace •	

in your community?

 

Barbara Hibbert
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legaCIes

It is difficult to imagine what Europe would have looked like if the First World 
War had not happened or if it had developed and ended differently from how it 
did. In this chapter, we will look at some of the many legacies of the First World 
War. 

Did you know? Beginning with the map of Europe so greatly changed after 
the war – from the emergence of new states to the many different legacies we 
might not automatically associate with the war: pacifism, modern surgery, the de-
cline of the aristocracy and women’s emancipation, but also the redrawn map of 
the Middle East and the fact that some of the present-day conflict in the Middle 
East has its origins in that war. Looking at these different legacies including the 
immediate influence of the war and its peace treaties on your own country or 
region will open up different perspectives on the First World War.

selecting your story. These different legacies invite us to look at the war from 
different perspectives and learn about the narratives connected to it. The story 
of the First World War is huge; it has filled and will continue to fill many books. 
In order to make sense of it all, we select various parts for various purposes. For 
example, if trying to understand the role of women, we would look at different 
parts of the story than if trying to understand the role of the Polish people. Also, 
if trying to grasp the role of technological advancement in winning the war, we 
would select other parts of the story than if trying to find out what happened to 
the various empires at the end of the war. 

selecting our story. After considering different narratives and different 
places, students are invited to reflect on whether there is anything that all Euro-
peans should know about the war. Students may also not be aware that the First 
World War is still controversial in many parts of Europe, particularly along the 
fault lines of ex-enemies. The centenary of the outbreak of the war is leading to 
debates in many European countries and uncovering areas of continued hurt and 
pain. While most people want the centenary to be a time of reconciliation and 
commemoration, a few are accused of stirring up old enmities and raising cont-
roversy about who was guilty of starting the war. Creating a European narrative 
challenges national perspectives and overcomes nationalistic perspectives on the 
war. 
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how did the first world wAr chAnge the mAp of europe? 

This exercise introduces students to the fact that the map of Europe before the 

First World War was very different from the one we know today. In this activity, 

they are asked to look at a map of Europe in 1914 and to identify the differences 

between Europe then and Europe now. 

As an extension, they could research the way the different countries were ruled or 

governed before the First World War and compare this to Europe today.

To encourage students to think about how and why the map of Europe has chan-•	

ged since the First World War

Reflection on the effect for their own country and region•	

1 hour

11-18 years

Study of maps, reflection and discussion

Access to the Internet•	

Alternatively, the maps could be printed off before the lesson•	

Students access a map of Europe in 1914 at: (Frank Smitha, map of Europe 1914) 1. 

>>> www.fsmitha.com/h2/map01eu.htm

They challenge a partner: who can find the most differences between what the 2. 

map of Europe looked like then and what it looks like now?

Students are asked to speculate on the reasons for the changes. They can then 3. 

check their ideas against a modern map of Europe (Maps of the World – Political 

Map of Europe) >>> www.mapsofworld.com/europe-political-map.htm

Extension: students research the way different parts of Europe were ruled or 

governed before the First World War and identify the major changes. They prepare 

a presentation for their classmates to explain these changes.

Printed maps if no access to the Internet

What do you think are the most significant changes to the map of Europe after •	

the First World War? Why did you choose these?

Can you think of any significant changes as a result of the First World War that •	

do not appear on a map?

Do you think international organisations such as the European Union would have •	

made a difference to the redrawing of the map after the First World War?

 

Barbara Hibbert
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how did the first world wAr Affect my country or region? 
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The war and the different peace treaties in its wake not only influenced European 

geography but also had a social, political, economic and cultural impact. This 

exercise asks students to research how the First World War affected their country 

or region.

As an extension, students can repeat the activity for a country or region on the 

other side in the war and/or the region of a partner school.

To consider the different effects of the First World War on the country or region •	

where students live or where their families lived at the time of the war

To realise the vast impact the First World War had on Europe on many levels•	

To understand the different effects the war had on different countries/regions•	

1-2 hours

11-18 years

Individual or group research, creation of a presentation 

Access to the Internet •	

Alternatively, hard copies of information on the effects of the First World War •	

could be printed off before the lesson

Relevant websites:•	

Information on the peace treaties    

This short animated map describes how the map of Europe was changed and 

outlines the peace treaties(The map as history – Images et Savoirs)   

>>> www.the-map-as-history.com/demos/tome03/ 

Treaties of Sèvres and Lausanne (All about Turkey – History – Modern Turkey): 

>>> www.allaboutturkey.com/antlasma.html

Population exchange between Greece and Turkey following the Treaty of 

Lausanne (Population Exchange Museum)     

>>> mubadelemuzesi.net/museum.aspx 

Links to twelve short films about the peace treaties at the end of the First 

World War (watchknowlearn.org – Free educational videos – WW I Peace 

treaties) >>> www.watchknowlearn.org/Category.aspx?CategoryID=3424

Middle East        

BBC News Middle East – Why border lines drawn with a ruler in WW1 still rock 

the Middle East >>> www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-25299553

Lost Islamic History – How the British Devided Up the Arab World   

>>> lostislamichistory.com/how-the-british-divided-up-the-arab-world

Interactive timeline (National World War I Museum at Liberty Memorial – learn 

– Interactive Time Line)        

>>> https://theworldwar.org/explore/interactive-wwi-timeline

Casualty statistics by country (Historian on the warpath – World War I – troop 

statistics) >>> www.scottmanning.com/content/world-war-i-troop-statistics

In small groups, students research the effects of the First World War on their 1. 

country or region. They can use the worksheet to structure their findings.  

Students investigate the effect of the various peace treaties on their country or 

region and add this to their research. 
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Students create a presentation (in whatever form they prefer) showing at least 2. 

three ways in which the First World War affected their country or region. They 

identify which effects they think were most important at the time and those 

which have had the most long-lasting impact.

Students share presentations and discuss similarities and differences in their 3. 

findings.

 

Share your results with your partner school and compare how the war affected 

both of your countries/regions. Were you surprised by the differences?

Worksheet on p. 48

Information on relevant peace treaties

The interactive timeline was produced from the perspective of the US. How do •	

you think this affects what is included? Can you identify ways in which you think 

it would have differed had it been produced in your country or region?

Do you think that other countries or regions would agree with your interpreta-•	

tion of the importance of the effects of the peace treaties on your country or 

region?

In what ways are the interpretations of the war from different countries similar •	

and how do they differ? How far are the interpretations affected by govern-

ments, memories or the lasting impact of the war? 

How far are the interpretations affected by whether a country was on the win-•	

ning or losing side? How much has been forgotten? 

To what extent and why is there continued hurt and pain in different parts of •	

Europe and the Middle East? 

Barbara Hibbert 
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“1914-2014: Europe lost & found in war and peace“, interkulturelles Zentrum, vienna 2014

EUROPE1914 2014
lost & found in war and peace

Worksheet  the effeCts of the fIrst WorlD War on a Country  
 or regIon

Study the biography and work of a peace activist or movements and answer the five R- questions for each person or 

movement that worked for peace.

counTrY or rEGion

relevant peaCe treaty

terrItorIal effeCts

polItICal effeCts

Cultural effeCts

soCIal effeCts

eConomIC effeCts

any other effeCts
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in whAt wAys does the first world wAr still mAtter todAy? 

In this activity, students are asked to research some of the lasting effects of the 

First World War and to reach a conclusion on how important these are today.

To raise awareness of the many different legacies of the First World War that are •	

still relevant today 

To reflect on how different Europe/the world would look like if the war had not •	

taken place or had ended differently

2-3 hours

14-18 years

Study of newspaper article, researching the different legacies mentioned

Access to the Internet•	

Alternatively, the newspaper article and other materials could be printed off •	

before the lesson

In pairs and small groups, students read the article from The Guardian and 1. 

choose one of the 15 legacies to research further. 

They are: poisonous gas; shell shock and PTSD (posttraumatic stress disorder); 2. 

conscription; war technology; pacifism; a redrawn map of the Middle East; fil-

med propaganda; a growth in trade unionism; planned economy; nation states 

and the League of Nations; modern surgery; blood banks; the decline of the 

aristocracy; Christian Democracy; women’s emancipation. 

Ensure that each group chooses a different legacy and is prepared to defend the 3. 

importance of their legacy against other groups.

Students identify what has changed as a result of the legacy they have chosen 4. 

and the effects it still has today. In particular, they find out if it has any rele-

vance in their country or region.

Set up a panel discussion with one person from each group prepared to explain 5. 

the importance of their legacy and defend it against the other groups. 

Hold a class vote on which legacy has the most importance in the world today.6. 

Article from The Guardian on 15 legacies of the First World War (The Guardian, 

January 15, 2014) >>> www.theguardian.com/world/2014/jan/15/firstworldwar

Wall Street Journal – 100 years legacies – the lasting impact of World War I)  

>>> online.wsj.com/ww1

Young History Forum, Legacy of WW 1     

>>> https://www.younghistoryforum.eu/category/legacy-of-wwi-in-europe

Were you surprised by how many legacies of the First World War can be identi-•	

fied as still having significance today? Why or why not?

Are there any other legacies you could have identified?•	

Do you agree with the class vote on the most important legacy today?•	

Barbara Hibbert
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whAt do you think All europeAns should know ABout the impAct of 
the first world wAr? 

This exercise asks students to think about the impact of the First World War and 

invites them to compose an exhibition from a “European” perspective. Students are 

challenged to think beyond national narratives of the war by selecting exhibits that 

communicate a message about the First World War to “all Europeans”. 

As an extension, groups could use their plans to create a classroom exhibition and 

invite visitors to view it.

To identify what a “European” perspective on the war could be•	

To identify significant events/people/changes related to the First World War and •	

to select relevant information 

To design a plan for an exhibition about the First World War from a “European” •	

perspective

2-3 hours, depending on how highly developed the exhibition plan is to be

14-18 years

Small group work, creation and sharing of presentations

Internet access•	

Alternatively, resources could be printed off•	

Pens/pencils/paper or computer access to produce the presentation•	

Students are presented with the question “What should all Europeans know 1. 

about the First World War?”

In small groups, they brainstorm what they understand by the question and 2. 

what information they think should be included.    

Engage students with the idea that answering the question involves selection. 

It is also about Europeans, not Italians or Poles or Portuguese, etc. They should 

also be aware that they will be creating an “interpretation” of the war. Not 

everyone will agree with the way they see events or with their conclusions. 

Groups then identify the people/events/changes that they think are most signi-3. 

ficant, and that therefore all Europeans should know about. They should agree 

on what makes people/events/changes significant.  

The class creates a plan for an exhibition, e.g. with the ten most significant peo-4. 

ple/events/changes “all Europeans” should know about in relation to the First 

World War.

Small groups research their chosen aspects in greater detail and identify rele-5. 

vant information.

Creation of an exhibition plan with images or descriptions of the features identi-6. 

fied for it. 

Exchange and discuss your selection with your partner school. Did they come up 

with different exhibits? Do you understand each other’s selection? 
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Worksheet with criteria for deciding if something is historically significant on p. 52

Timeline of the First World War [r]

Websites (including international links) about the First World War: 

The Conversation – Education – April 8, 2014    

>>> theconversation.com/german-schools-are-building-bridges-across-europe-

as-they-remember-world-war-i-24142

Spiegel Online International. Remembering WW I: German hopes for centenary 

may be dashed, October 29, 2013

 >>> www.spiegel.de/international/europe/europe-prepares-for-100th-

anniversary-of-world-war-i-a-930655.html

Europeana 1914-1918 untold stories & unofficial histories

 >>> www.europeana1914-1918.eu/en 

European Council, TV newsroom, June 26, 2013, Ypres Commemoration

 >>> tvnewsroom.consilium.europa.eu/event/european-council-june-2014/ 

eu-ypres-wwi-commemoration 

Imperial War Museums, First World War Centenary

 >>> www.1914.org

 >>> www.1914.org/partnership

BBC – Schools – WW 1

 >>> www.bbc.co.uk/schools/0/ww1

BBC – History – WW 1

 >>> www.bbc.co.uk/history/0/ww1

How important do you think it is for people today to know about different nar-•	

ratives of the First World War?

Do you think it would be a good idea if there were just one European curriculum •	

for the First World War to be taught in all schools? Why or why not?

What problems might this produce?•	

Barbara Hibbert
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Worksheet  seleCtIng the most sIgnIfICant people, events anD  
 Changes relateD to the fIrst WorlD War 

When making the selection for your exhibition, consider the following questions to understand the significance for 

each event/change/person

EvEnT

ImportanCe

Did people at the time thought it 

important?

Who were/have been affected by the 

event? Why was it important to them? 

How were people‘s lives affected?

profunDIty 

How deeply people were/have been 

affected by the event?

QuantIty

Did the event affect many, everyone 

or just a few? Were the effects wides-

pread of localised?

DurabIlIty

How long were people affected by the 

event? Was the event lasting or only 

ephemeral? Does the event still affect 

attitudes and beliefs today?

relevanCe 

Is the event relevant to our understan-

ding of the past and/or present? Does 

the event carry any meaning to histori-

ans today? Is it used to make compari-

sons for example?

Adapted from models of Hartington and Philips (2002)
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[r] chAPTEr 1. TrAcinG WAr, dEFininG PEAcE

exerCIse – the fIrst WorlD War In sChools (p. 23)
Examples of different curricula as presented in the project pilot phase by Üsküdar American Academy, business.

academy.donaustadt and Helen Snelson

turkey

a) how we are taught about World War I

What age groups learn about World War I?
14 to 18

In what school subjects do you learn about World 
War I?
History, Economics, Turkish Literature

Is the study of World War I optional, compulsory, 
or a mixture of both?
Compulsory

How long do you study World War I?
It depends on the class: 

For history, it is about 4 hours in 2 weeks. •	

For economics, there is not a strict schedule. Only •	
if it is needed, World War I is mentioned.

For Turkish literature, it is 24 hours in 6 weeks. •	
However, it is not only history. These lessons 
actually talk about the Turkish literature in World 
War I era.

Who decides what you are taught about World 
War I?
The main curriculum is decided by the Turkish 
Ministry of Education with the help of a chosen 
committee. It sets objectives that should be met by 
teachers. These objectives are set; so all students 
all over the country will have equal chances at a 
standardized test.

How are you taught about World War I?
The textbook provided by Turkish Ministry of Edu-
cation is being used, but it primarily focused on the 
exposition of lecturer. Most of the time, varieties 
of sources are used such as digital presentations, 
historical maps, documentary films, different 
accounts, and quotations. Although the students 
use different sources, there is no real specializa-
tion. Education of political history is superficial and 
focuses on the Ottoman Empire.

b) What we are taught about World War I 

These are the topics that are covered in the publi-
shing of Turkish Ministry of Education:

The entrance of the Ottoman Empire to World •	
War I

The fronts that the Ottoman Empire has fought at•	

Caucasus Campaign à

Armenian Question during World War I à

Tehcir Law à

Raid on the Suez Canal à

South Arabia Campaign à

Mesopotamian Campaign à

Sinai and Palestine Campaign à

Gallipoli Campaign (Gallipoli Campaign is ac- à
centuated since it is one of the most successful 
ones and Mustafa Kemal fought at it)

The end of World War I and Treaties•	

After World War I•	

These are the topics that are given by a tutor
The Ottoman Empire before World War I•	

The Causes of World War I•	

The General Causes: Nationalism, Power Blocks, •	
Colonialism

The Special Causes: Disagreements•	

How did World War I Start•	

Why did the Ottoman Empire join the Central •	
Powers?

Fronts that the Ottoman Empire fought at: •	
Attack, defence, support, fronts that Mustafa 
Kemal fought at

Armenian Question•	

End of World War I: The Entrance of the United •	
States of America; Surrender of Germany

Armistice of Mudros: Articles•	

Results of World War I: Emergence of Nation •	
States, Break down of empires, Fascism

Occupations: Opposition, Kuva-yi Milliye, Treaty •	
of Lausanne
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austrIa

a) how we are thought about World War I

What age groups learn about World War I?
The Austrian school system is divided into Lower 
and Upper Secondary (Unterstufe and Oberstufe), 
History is taught both in Lower and Upper Secon-
dary and the content is similar albeit on a different 
level.

On the Lower Secondary level in the vocational 
sector (where pupils receive general education like 
history, geography and languages but also profes-
sional training in the fields of technology, business, 
tourism and catering and others is provided) pupils 
are taught about WW1 in grade 7 when they are 
about 12 years old and once again in grade 12 
when they are about 18 years old. In comparison 
to WW 2 most teachers spend a lot less time on 
WW1 than on WW2 which can be stated as a rule 
of thumb only as no research has been done on 
this matter. According to the Austrian curriculum it 
is up to the teacher how much time and energy he 
or she wants to allocate to each module.

In what school subjects do you learn about World 
War I?
Apart from a few exceptions the war is taught in 
History only. The exceptions might be German if 
students read a book about WW I like f.i. Erich 
Maria Remarque’s Im Westen Nichts Neues (All 
Quiet on the Western Front) or if the collapse of 
the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy is reflected in 
works of art.

Is the study of World War I optional, compulsory, 
or a mixture of both?
The study of WW I is compulsory as it is part of 
the Austrian curriculum, however, it is up to the 
teacher how long he or she dwells on the subject. 
This might be 4-10 lessons or in our case with the 
centenary of WW I it might be dealt with more 
extensively and the subject might be picked up in 
their final year as preparation for the oral exam.

How long do you study World War I?
It is up to the teacher, as a rule in the past, I deal 
with the topic WW1 between 4-10 lessons depen-
ding on the class.

Who decides what you are taught about World 
War I?
The Ministry of education is responsible for the 
curriculum. Authors design the textbooks accor-
ding to the curriculum, the textbooks are in return 
certified by the Ministry and thus admitted to be 
used in schools.

The teacher has to adhere to the curriculum but 
s/he may decide individually where to put his or 
her emphasis. So for example in 2014 the teacher 
may shift the focus onto the centenary of WW I 
and study other topics in less detail.

Depending on the chosen mode of instruction, 
students either have to study whatever is presen-
ted if a more teacher oriented approach is chosen. 
Within an assignment, students may be able to 
choose the material within a given context f.i. in a 
web quest or when dealing with sources. In a more 
project oriented or student centred approach, the 
learners can specialize on a topic within a period 
say for instance Bosnia in the context of WW I, de-
pending on their personal interest and motivation.

b) What we are taught about World War I 

Overview from the history text book:

Politics change the European Balance of Power 
New Alliances emerge like the “Entente Cordial” •	
between Britain, France and later Russia and the 
central powers (Austria-Hungary, Germany and 
Ottoman Empire). The arms race and the Schlief-
fen Plan with special focus on the emergence of 
the German navy.

Pacifism with special focus on Bertha von Sutt-•	
ner.

Escalation of the Conflict (from crisis to warfare)
Crises in: Morocco, Balkans, especially Bosnia-•	
Herzegovina 

1•	 st Balkan War in 1912 against the Ottoman 
Empire

July Crisis and Outbreak of War: This chapter •	
deals with the assassination of Archduke Franz 
Ferdinand and his wife Sophie, Austria’s ultima-
tum and the outbreak of the war. A timeline of 
the events in July and August is given.
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Widespread enthusiasm for the war: Quotes •	
from Stefan Zweig, Schulin and Käthe Leichter 
are given to show the motivation as well as the 
role of propaganda.

Warfare in the age of industrialization
The industrialisation of killing: Snipers, automa-•	
tic weapons, submarines, mustard gas, tanks, 
planes and the role of the arms industry.

Turning points in WW 1: Italy fights against •	
Austria-Hungary, 1917 USA enters WW 1

Social changes: The role of women changes.•	

Government interference increases: especially in •	
the economy and managing the lack of food and 
resources (rationing)

Armenian genocide: short text in the book show-•	
ing a picture of Tsitsernakaberd, a monument 
commemorating the genocide of the Armenians 
in the Ottoman Empire. The term has been cont-
roversial in Turkey to the present.

End of the war and consequences of WW 1
Famine and food rationing•	

The end of the war in the East: Russian Revolu-•	
tion and the peace of Brest Litowsk

Defeat of central powers and armistice •	

Peace Treaties of Saint Germain, Versailles, Tria-•	
non etc.

unIteD kIngDom 

a) how are you taught about World War 1 

What age groups learn about World War I? In 
what school subjects do you learn about World 
War I? 
In our school in the UK we all learn about World 
War in ten History lessons in Year 9, when we are 
13-14 years old. Students who choose to study Eng-
lish in Year 12 (age 16-17 years) study the poetry of 
World War 1 for a term and therefore learn about 
the War as context to understanding the poetry. 
Students who choose to study History in Year 12 
learn about why Britain got involved in the War 
for two lessons. We also sometimes have school 
assemblies which have a theme of remembrance 
and include World War 1. This is always around 

11th November. This year the theme of our school 
Creative Arts Festival for all students is World War 
1, but this is not a regular event, it is because of 
the 2014 centenary. 

Is the study of World War I optional, compulsory, 
or a mixture of both?
The study of World War 1 is not compulsory in 
England (our part of the UK). Students in other 
schools may not study World War 1 at all. Or they 
may study World War 1 only if they choose to 
continue studying History from age 14-16 years. If 
students study World War 1 in Year 9 and below, 
their teachers will have chosen to put this study 
into the curriculum. 

Who decides what you are taught about World 
War I? How long do you study World War I?
Their teachers will choose which parts of the topic 
of World War 1 they study. Their teachers will 
decide how long is spent studying World War 1, alt-
hough sometimes there is flexibility. For example, 
if a class is really engaged with their studies, the 
teacher can extend the time. If students study 
World War 1 from Year 10 and above, it will be 
as part of an exam course and they will study it 
for about 10 weeks, for 2-3 hours per week. The 
organisations which set the exams (not school, 
but not government) will decide what is studied. 
However, it is our teachers who choose which parts 
of the exam courses we study. For example, we do 
not study World War 1 in depth in Year 10, instead 
we study Germany 1919-1945 in depth. This is our 
teachers’ choice. We learn about some of the con-
sequences of World War 1 as part of other topics. 
For example, in Year 8 we learn that World War 1 
was a cause of the decline of the British Empire. 

b) What are you taught about World War I?

In Year 9 History we study the causes of World War 
1. We learn about the trigger (the assassination), 
the July Crisis and the underlying tensions between 
the major European powers before 1914 (nationa-
lism, imperialism, militarism). We also study how 
World War 1 transformed lives. We do this by ta-
king 4 people as case studies: a young woman who 
became a nurse, a young man who volunteered 
to fight, a young man who refused to fight, and 
a young man who was a doctor and won medals. 
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We use source material about these people to 
find out about experiences of the Western Front. 
We also use artists’ work as evidence from World 
War 1 from Britain and Germany. In addition, we 
learn about some of the changes in world history 
as a result of World War 1. Because our Year 10 
Germany 1918-1945 course requires us to study the 
Treaty of Versailles and the period between the 
World Wars, we do not study this in Year 9 as well. 
We are encouraged to read fiction and non-fiction 
about World War 1 for ourselves and to follow up 
areas that interest us online. 

In Year 9 we do not learn from one textbook. We 
investigate using a range of source material, and 
research for context online and in textbooks. For 
example, we use source material to investigate 
the causes of World War 1. We then take part in a 
scripted drama which encourages us to think about 
how we can judge which were the most important 
causes of the War. After this we write an essay, in 
which we give our interpretation about why the 
war happened. We often disagree with each other, 
that does not matter; we are marked upon the 
quality of our evidence based arguments. We use 
source material collections to find out about the 
impact of World War 1 on people’s lives. The aim is 
that we should understand that the impact of the 
War on individuals was diverse. We present our fin-
dings and questions to each other. Some of us take 
part in an optional visit to Ypres and the Somme 
each year. In this field study we are taken around 
the battlefields and cemeteries by an expert guide, 
who challenges us to think about the experience of 
fighting on the Western Front 1914-18. Our study 
of the causes of the war is international. However, 
our study of the war itself is mainly focused upon 
the experience of British people in the War, alt-
hough we also learn a little about the German and 
French experience of the Western Front.
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the triple alliance – 

germany, austria-hungary, Italy

the triple entente – 

russia, france and the united kingdom

1871 Germany became a united country. It had ambi-

tions to become a great power like Britain.

Some areas of Austria- Hungary were trying to 

become independent. Austria-Hungary needed a 

strong ally.

France lost land in Alsace and Lorraine to Germany 

in war. It feared more attacks from Germany and 

built up its defences on the border with Germany.

Russia was supporting some of the areas of Austria-

Hungary which were trying to become indepen-

dent.

1879 Austria-Hungary and Germany formed an alliance. 

They promised to help each other if either country 

went to war.

1882 Italy thought it would benefit from joining Austria-

Hungary and Germany and in 1882 the Triple 

Alliance was formed.

1894 France formed an alliance with Russia. Russia had 

borders with both Germany and Austria-Hungary. 

France and Russia promised to help each other if 

either of them was attacked.

1904 France and the United Kingdom had always been ri-

vals. But Britain was more and more worried about 

Germany. In 1904 the United Kingdom and France 

reached an agreement called the Entente Cordiale 

which ended their old quarrels.

1907 The United Kingdom and Russia reached an agree-

ment which led to the Triple Entente between the 

United Kingdom, Russia and France.

Germany said the Triple Entente was formed to 

encircle and threaten Germany.

The United Kingdom said the Triple Entente was 

formed to prevent Germany from taking over all of 

Europe.

exerCIse – the role of the allIanCe systems In the outbreak 
of the fIrst WorlD War (p. 27)

the allIanCe systems before the fIrst WorlD War
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table of relatIve strength

soldiers in army Warships submarines
arms spending in 

1913-14

great britain 248,000 122 64 £ 50,000,000

france 1,800,000 46 73 £ 37,000,000

russia 3,400,000 26 29 £ 67,000,000

germany 2,200,000 85 23 £ 60,000,000

austria-hungary 1,338,000 24 6 £ 22,000,000

Italy 750,000 36 12 £ 10,000,000
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exerCIse – the july CrIsIs (p. 28)

hIstorICal baCkgrounD 
to the july CrIsIs

On 28th June 1914, the heir to the Austro-Hunga-
rian Empire, Archduke Franz Ferdinand, was assas-
sinated by a young Bosnian Serb nationalist called 
Gavrilo Princip. Princip was a member of the “Black 
Hand“, a terrorist group which was supported by 
Serbians who wanted all Serbs to be united in their 
own independent country. The assassination trig-
gered the outbreak of war in the Balkans, which 
then spread to become World War 1. The outbreak 
of war was not surprising, as there had been two 
wars in the Balkans in the past three years (the 
First and Second Balkan wars). The underlying 
cause of tension in the Balkans was growing natio-
nalist feelings, the decline of the Ottoman Empire 
(which had controlled the region up to the second 
half of the nineteenth century), the emergence of 
Serbia, backed by its fellow Slav-state Russia, and 
the imperialism of the Austro-Hungarian empire 
in the region. This included officially annexing 
Bosnia in 1908. The assassination was taken as an 
opportunity for Austria-Hungary to use force to 
put Serbia in its place. Austria-Hungary issued an 
ultimatum to Serbia. Austria-Hungary was backed 
by a militaristic German state which was ready to 
go to war. 

Glossary
Alliance: an agreement or partnership between 
countries, eg. to help to defend each other’s land.

Balkans: a collective term for countries in the re-
gion of south-east Europe, stretching from Bulga-
ria to countries bordering the Adriatic Sea 

Imperialism: a policy of extending a country’s 
power through taking over other countries, often 
using military force.

Militarism: the belief that a country should main-
tain strong military power and use it to defend its 
interests.
Nationalism: a fierce pride in a homeland and a 
desire for it to rule itself, free from the influence of 
other countries.

Ultimatum: a final demand, which, if rejected, will 
lead to retaliation.

the austrIan-hungarIan 
ultImatum to serbIa

You should be aware that this was issued because 
Austria-Hungary did not want to settle the con-
flict. They wanted to go to war with Serbia.
The terms of the Austrian-Hungarian ultimatum to 
Serbia

Suppress all publications which attack the 1. 
territorial integrity of Austria-Hungary or incite 
hatred of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy. 

Suppress Serbian nationalist and anti-Austrian 2. 
organisations such as Narodna Obrana and the 
Black Hand.

Stop schools teaching anything which would 3. 
make pupils hate Austria-Hungary.

Dismiss any army officers or civil servants who 4. 
are anti-Austrian.

Allow representatives of the Austro-Hungarian 5. 
Government into Serbia to suppress groups 
which are anti-Austrian.

Allow Austro-Hungarian police into Serbia to 6. 
investigate the assassination and put on trial 
anyone found to be involved.

Arrest Major Voja Tankosi7. 

and civil servant Milan Ciganovi8. ć who were be-
lieved to have helped plan the assassination.

Stop Serbs smuggling weapons from Serbia into 9. 
Bosnia and dismiss any border officials found 
guilty of assisting the assassination plot.

Stop any officials from criticising the Austro-10. 
Hungarian government. 

Accept all the above points without delay.11. 

The Serbs accepted all except point 6. To accept 
this would have admitted that Serbia could not 
rule itself and made it in effect a territory of the 
Austro-Hungarian Empire.
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the events of the july CrIsIs

28th June Archduke Franz Ferdinand, heir to the throne of Austria-Hungary, assassinated in 
Sarajevo, by Gavrilo Princip, a Bosnian Serb student. Princip was a Serb nationalist who 
wanted Bosnia to be independent from Austria-Hungary.

23rd July Austria-Hungary blamed Serbia for the death of Archduke Franz Ferdinand. They sent 
an ultimatum to Serbia designed to crush nationalism. 

28th July Austria-Hungary declared war on Serbia and bombed its capital, Belgrade.

29th July Russia had promised to protect Serbia. The Russian army got ready to help Serbia 
defend itself against the Austrian-Hungarian attack. 
Germany warned Russia not to help the Serbs.

1st August Germany declared war on Russia, to help her ally, Austria-Hungary. Germany also began 
to move its army towards France and Belgium.

2nd August France prepared to defend itself against a German invasion and to help her ally, Russia.
Britain mobilised her fleet of warships.
Italy declared its neutrality. Their alliance said they only had to fight in a defensive war, 
and Austria-Hungary was clearly taking offensive action.

3rd August Germany declared war on France and invaded Belgium. The Germans were following 
their war plan, the Schlieffen Plan, which said that Germany had to attack France before 
Russia. This was because they expected Russia to take much longer to get her armed 
forces ready.
Britain ordered Germany to withdraw from Belgium.

4th August Britain and Belgium declared war on Germany

6th August Austria-Hungary declared war on Russia.

12th August Britain and France declared war on Austria-Hungary.
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exerCIse – glasl’s theory of ConflICt esCalatIon (p. 30)

1st level. Win-win

stage 1: hardening

Conflict begins with tension. This 

might be an everyday occurrence 

which is not seen as the beginning 

of a conflict. If a conflict does arise, 

views become more fundamental. 

The conflict could have deeper cau-

ses. There could be suspicions about 

hidden motives.

stage 2: Polarisation and debate

From this point the conflicting par-

ties consider strategies for convin-

cing the other party of their argu-

ments. Differences of opinion lead 

to conflict. One side wants to put 

the other side under pressure. There 

is mutual suspicion. One side might 

escalate the situation by acting wit-

hout consulting the other side.

stage 3: Actions, not words

The conflicting parties increase 

the pressure on each other so as to 

assert themselves or their opinions. 

Discussions can break down. There 

is no more communication and the 

conflict escalates more quickly.

2nd level. Win-lose

stage 4: concern for image and 

coalition

The conflict escalates. Each party 

looks for supporters for their cause 

and denounces the other party. It is 

no longer about the issue but about 

winning the conflict so that the 

other party loses.

stage 5: loss of face (loss of moral 

credibility)

Loss of trust becomes complete and 

the aim is to destroy the opponent’s 

reputation. 

stage 6: Threats

The conflicting parties use threats in 

an attempt to gain absolute control 

over the situation. One makes a 

demand (give me 10 million euros) 

increased by a threat (otherwise I 

will blow up your building!) This is 

reinforced (eg by showing the explo-

sives). How serious the threat is, is 

determined by how plausible it is.
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>>> www.kraus-partner.eu/project-management/basics/conflict-management-in-projects

IllustratIon anD explanatIons of glasl’s moDel of ConflICt esCalatIon

Hardening

Debates and 
Polemics



















Action, not 
words!

Images and 
coalitions

Loss of face

Strategies of 
threads

Limited 
destructive 
blows

Fragmenta-
tion

Toghether 
into the abyss

1. level 2. level 3. level

Win-win Win-lose lose-lose

3rd level: lose-lose

stage 7: limited destruction

The enemy now needs to be harmed 

using any means. They are no longer 

seen as a person. From this point 

limited personal losses can be seen 

as a victory as long as the enemy’s 

losses are greater.

stage 8: Fragmentation

The enemy is to be annihilated.

stage 9: Together into the abyss

From this point on annihilation at 

any cost is accepted, including one’s 

own destruction as long as the 

enemy is also destroyed.
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exerCIse – De-esCalatIng a ConflICt at a loCal or  
personal level (p. 31)

summary of DIfferent attItuDes that Can be aDopteD In a ConflICt sItuatIon
Adapted from Friedrich Ebert Stiftung Youth Leadership development Programme Module Conflict Management

attItuDe summary DesCrIptIon, effeCt on ConflICt partIes

Competition

“I satisfy my needs at your expense.”

Win & lose

Party A places a very high value on his/her own 

opinions and desires, and very little on those of 

Party B. Assertive and uncooperative behaviours, 

focus on personal concerns.

giving in / accommodate

“I satisfy your needs at my expense.”

lose & Win

Party A does not value his/her own ideas and inte-

rests very highly, but places a high value on those 

of Party B (or the common goal). Unassertive and 

cooperative behaviour, neglects own personal 

concerns.

avoidance

“Neither you nor I satisfy our needs.”

lose & lose

Party A does not value either his/her own or Party 

B’s interests and needs very highly, and/or denies 

that there is a conflict.

Unassertive and uncooperative behaviour, neither 

persues personal nor others‘ interest.

Compromise

“I give up some of my needs to satisfy 

you, and you give up some of your 

needs to satisfy me.”

½ Win & ½ Win

The basic premise is that the parties differences 

can not be reconciled and must therefore be 

traded off.

Intermediate between assertiveness and coopera-

tion, seeking middle-ground position. Both win a 

bit but both also loose a bit.

Co-operation

“We discover new, creative (and 

sometimes even healing) ways to 

satisfy of our very important needs“

Win & Win

Full value is placed on both parties’ interests, views 

and desires. Both parties appreciate each both 

and strive for consensus, i.e. agreement on the 

chosen course of action. In this way both parties 

feel satisfied, because their needs are met and the 

relationship is strengthened.

Assertive and cooperative, emphasis on working 

with the other party to satisfy both concerns.
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InterventIon strategIes

In WhICh phases of glasl’s 

steps Can the strategy be 

usefully put Into aCtIon?

negotiation

Parties meet (usually without the help of 3rd 

party) to resolve differences

Phase 1, 2

facilitation 

Neutral or professional 3rd party helps to 

improve communication between parties, 

usually in a meeting

Phase 1, 2, 3

Conciliation 

3rd party acts as “go-between” for parties to 

meet and resolve differences or disputes

Phase 2, 3, 4, 5

mediation 

Neutral 3rd party helps parties to resolve dif-

ferences themselves, improving relationship 

between parties

Phase 3 ,4, 5, 6, 7

arbitration 

Neutral 3rd party hears both points of view 

and then imposes a decision

Phase 5, 6, 7, 8

adjudication/litigation 

Judge/magistrate imposes decision after 

hearing legal argument from both sides 

according to complex legal procedures

Phase 5, 6, 7, 8

force 

Power or violence is used in a dominant 

manner to impose a decision or to force a 

‘solution’

Phase 7, 8, 9

possIble InterventIon strategIes In a ConflICt
Adapted from Friedrich Ebert Stiftung Youth Leadership development Programme Module Conflict Management
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exerCIse – hoW DID the fIrst WorlD War affeCt my Country or 
regIon? (p. 46)

chAPTEr 4. lEGAciEs

a brIef summary of the peaCe treatIes 
after WorlD War 1

Treaty of Versailles, June 28th 1919 – between the 
Allied Powers and Germany
This treaty concluded the negotiations at the Paris 
Peace Conference which had taken six months. The 
treaty required Germany to compensate the Allied 
nations for their losses by giving them territory and 
paying reparations of 132 billion deutsche marks. 
Germany also agreed to disarm. There is some 
dispute about how harsh the terms of this treaty 
really were. Some see it as largely responsible for 
the economic crisis in Germany that led to the rise 
of Adolf Hitler and the Nazi party. Others think 
that it was less harsh than the treaty that Germany 
would have imposed if they had won the war. They 
use the evidence of the Treaty of Brest Litovsk, 
which Germany made Russia sign in March 1918, 
after they left the war. The Treaty of Versailles was 
overturned by Hitler in the 1930s.
„This is not peace. It is an armistice for 20 years.“ 
– French Marshall Ferdinand Foch, Supreme Allied 
Commander on the Treaty of Versailles.

Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye, September 10th 

1919 – between the Allied Powers and the Repu-
blic of Austria
This treaty dissolved the Austro-Hungarian Empire. 
It granted Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hungary and 
the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (later 
Yugoslavia) autonomy, and gave land to Italy and 
Romania. Austria was forbidden from entering 
political or economic union with Germany without 
the consent of the League of Nations. Austria also 
had to pay war reparations. 

Treaty of Neuilly-sur-Seine, 27th November 1919 – 
between the Allied Powers and Bulgaria
Bulgaria lost land to Greece, the Kingdom of Serbs, 
Croats and Slovenes (later Yugoslavia) and Roma-
nia. Bulgaria had to reduce its army and pay £ 100 
million to the Allies.

Treaty of Trianon, June 4th 1920 – between the 
Allied Powers and the Kingdom of Hungary
This treaty set the frontiers of Hungary as an 
independent state. It had only 36% of the popula-
tion of pre-war Hungary and only 28% of the land. 
Most of the land and population lost by Hungary 
went to Czechoslovakia, the Kingdom of Serbs, 
Croats and Slovenes (later Yugoslavia) and Roma-
nia. Hungary had to pay reparations and reduce its 
army. 

The Treaty of Sèvres, 10th August 1920 – between 
the Allied Powers of Britain, France and Italy, 
and the Ottoman Empire (The United States and 
Russia were not party to the treaty)
This treaty placed severe restrictions on the Otto-
man government, including control of its finances 
and reduction in its armed forces. Various parts 
of the Ottoman Empire in the Middle East were 
put under the control of Allied Powers, including a 
British mandate in Palestine and Iraq, and a French 
mandate in Syria and Lebanon. 

The Treaty of Sèvres was replaced on 24th July 1923 
by the Treaty of Lausanne following the rejection 
of the Treaty of Sèvres by the Turkish national 
movement. The Allied Powers recognised Turkish 
independence and Turkey gave up claims to the re-
mainder of the Ottoman Empire. The treaty largely 
set the borders of modern Turkey. Article 38 of the 
Treaty was about compulsory population exchange 
between Greece and Turkey.
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Dates events

europe before 1914, a continent rife with nationalism, imperialism, military competition and 

alliances

28 June 1914 Assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand in Sarajevo by Bosnian Serb nationalists.

5 July 1914 The Kaiser promises support for Austria-Hungary against Serbia.

28 July 1914 On 23 July Austria-Hungary, after ensuring it had the support of its ally, Germany, 

presented the Serbian government with an ultimatum. The Serbian government 

accepted all but one of their demands. At the same time the Serbian army mobilised 

for war.

1 August 1914 After Russia mobilised for war and called on its ally France to do the same, Germany 

declared war on Russia.

2-8 August 1914 Germany implemented the Schlieffen Plan and invaded Luxembourg and Belgium with 

the aim of defeating France quickly and then moving troops to Germany’s Eastern 

frontier before Russia could fully mobilise its forces. 

3 August 1914 Germany declares war on France.

4 August 1914 Britain warns Germany to withdraw from neutral Belgium. The warning is ignored and 

Britain declares war on Germany. 

6 August 1914 Austria-Hungary declares war on Russia and Serbia declares war on Germany. 

stalemate sets in on the two major land fronts

9 August 1914 The British Expeditionary Force joined the Belgian army which was already delaying 

the German advance. The French army was deployed along the Franco-German border. 

7-9 August 1914 The Russian 1st and 2nd armies were advancing into East Prussia and facing little 

resistance.

17 August 1914 The German 8th Army launched a counter-attack on the Russian 1st army. 

19 August 1914 President Woodrow Wilson announces that the United States will remain neutral in the 

conflict.

23 August 1914 Japan declared war on Germany. This meant that Russia and Japan were now allies 

and the Russian High Command did not face a threat from the east. 

23-24 August 1914 Meanwhile the French and British were fighting the Germans at Charleroi and Mons 

in Belgium. They held the line for 48 hours but then both the British and French were 

forced to retreat.

21-26 August 1914 The Schlieffen Plan had not worked as intended. The British had had time to build up 

forces in Belgium and the Russians had had time to advance into north-east Germany. 

exerCIse – What Do you thInk all europeans shoulD knoW 
about the ImpaCt of the fIrst WorlD War? (p. 50)

a tImelIne of WorlD War one – 
some key moments anD events leaDIng up to, DurIng anD after the War
Composed by the Historiana content team >>> www.historiana.eu, revised by Barbara Hibbert 
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26-30 August 1914 The Russian 2nd army suffered a major defeat at the hands of the German 8th army at 

the Battle of Tannenberg, with 78.000 killed or wounded and 92.000 taken prisoner. 

1-13 September 1914 The Russians were forced to retreat back across the Russo-German border. 

6-12 September 1914 The British and French armies were pushed back to the Rivers Seine and Marne about 

50 kilometres from Paris. The German armies retreated and started to construct a line 

of trenches in Alsace-Lorraine and south to the Swiss border.

September 12 – 

18 October 1914

Both sides embarked on what some historians call “the race to the sea” in an attempt 

to outflank each other. Both sides dug into trenches to protect themselves. 

19 October –

22 November 1914

1st Battle of Ypres. Ypres had been taken by the German army at the beginning of the 

war. In October it was recaptured by British forces. 

28-29 October 1914 The Ottoman Empire formally entered the war on the side of the Triple Alliance when 

it bombarded the Russian Black Sea ports. 

trying to break the stalemate

23 December 1914 First use of aerial bombs on civilians, by the Germans on Dover, UK. 

25 December 1914 The famous Christmas Day unofficial ‘truce’ when Allied and German soldiers in the 

trenches just 100 metres apart around Ypres met in No Man’s Land and celebrated 

Christmas together. Such fraternisation was subsequently forbidden by the high 

Commands of both sides. 

3 February 1915 Ottoman troops launched an unsuccessful attack on the British-controlled Suez Canal.

18 February –

22 March 1915

British warships unsuccessfully attacked the Ottoman forts protecting the Dardanelles, 

the western straits of the international waterway linking the Mediterranean with the 

Black Sea. 

22 March 1915 Russian forces capture 120.000 Austrian troops at Przemysl in Galicia to open the way 

for a Russian invasion of Hungary.

22 April 1915 2nd Battle of Ypres. German forces launched the first poison gas attack of World War 1. 

Over 170.000 kgs of chlorine gas were released over part of the Ypres Salient.

25 April 1915 – 

9 January 1916

The Gallipoli Campaign. British, Australian, New Zealand and French forces attempted 

to land along the southern coastline of the Gallipoli peninsula. It was one of the worst 

Allied defeats of the War. The Ottoman victory was a defining moment in the forging 

of a strong sense of national identity that led to the Republic of Turkey 8 years later. 

2-4 May 1915 A combined German and Austrian army defeats the Russian 3rd army in Galicia.

7 May 1915 The British ocean liner Lusitania sunk off the Irish coast by a German U-Boat. Over 

1.000 passengers died including 128 Americans.

23 May 1915 Italy entered the war on the side of the Triple Entente, a month after the signing 

of the secret Treaty of London. Trench warfare began in the southern Alps and the 

Dolomites. 

24 May 1915 Italian forces engaged with Austrian troops.

12 June 1915 German and Austrian troops renewed their offensive against the 3rd and 8th Russian 

armies. 

1 July 1915 The first air fight of the war when a German Fokker E.1 fighter plane shot down a 

French observation plane using a newly-developed synchronised machine gun

13 July 1915 German and Austrian forces advance on Warsaw. Russian forces retreated east.

5 August 1915 German and Austrian forces advance into Poland and drive out Russian forces.
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6 September 1915 Bulgaria enters the war on the side of the Triple Alliance, which now becomes the 

Central Powers.

25 September 1915 The British army uses poison gas (chlorine) for the first time at the Battle of Loos in 

France.

Autumn 1915 Against the advice of his ministers, Tsar Nicholas II assumed direct command of his 

armies

26-28 September 1915 Allied forces in the Middle East defeat Turkish troops in Mesopotamia

6 October 1915 Central Powers invade Serbia. The Serbian troops retreat into the mountains and 

Albania. 

19 December 1915 The Allied evacuation from the Gallipoli peninsula began. 

Across 1916 German U-boats sank supply ships for Britain and France. The British navy blockaded 

Germany. 

21 February – 

18 December 1916

The Battle of Verdun. A series of German offensives with the object of ‘bleeding 

France white’. It is estimated that the Germans and French suffered nearly one million 

casualties in 10 months. 

31 May 1916 Battle of Jutland. The biggest naval battle of the war. Both sides claimed victory.

4 June 1916 The Brusilov campaign. Austria-Hungary lost 1.5 million men

24 June – 

18 November 1916

The Battle of the Somme in northern France Over 5 months the Allied forces gained 

just a few kilometres of land. Together both sides suffered approximately 1.2 million 

casualties. 

November 1916 to 

October 1918

Arab guerilla warfare against their Ottoman overlords begins in late 1916.

a changing war, but not an end to war

19 January 1917 The Zimmermann telegram promised Mexico the return of its former territories in the 

United States if she would form an alliance with Germany against the neutral USA. 

February 1917 German U-boats sink 8 American ships in European waters.

March – November 1917 On 8 March unrest in St Petersburg becomes a revolution against the Tsar and the war. 

15 March the Tsar abdicates and a Provisional Government is formed. 

15 March 1917 German forces on the Western Front make a strategic withdrawal to a new defensive 

line.

6 April 1917 The United States declares war on Germany.

1-6 July 1917 A new Russian offensive on the Eastern Front but was quickly defeated by the German 

army. 

2 July 1917 The pro-German King Constantine of Greece abdicated and the new government led 

by Eleftherios Venizelos declared war on the Central Powers. 

31 July – 

6 November 1917

3rd Battle of Ypres, also known as the Battle of Passchendaele. The last major battle of 

attrition of the war. The British eventually took the village of Passchendaele but at the 

cost of 310.000 men.

24 October 1917 Battle of Caporetto. Austrian and German forces rout the Italian army along the 

Isonzo River.

31 October 1917 British and Arab forces break through Ottoman defences in Palestine.
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6-7 November 

(24-25 October in the 

Russian Calendar)

The Provisional Government in Russia is overthrown by the Bolsheviks (The October 

Revolution) who announced that Soviet Russia would no longer participate in the war.

7 November 1917 – 

18 March 1921

Civil war broke out in Russia between the Reds (pro-Bolshevik) and the Whites (a loose 

coalition of anti-Bolsheviks). The British and French sent troops to support the Whites. 

6 December 1917 Declaration of Independence by Finland 

15 December 1917 Soviet Russia signed an armistice with Germany. 

emerging from war into a changed world

16 February 1918 Declaration of independence by Lithuania.

24 February 1918 Declaration of Independence by Estonia. 

3 March 1918 Treaty of Brest-Litovsk. Soviet Russia signed a peace treaty with Germany 

21 March 1918 Germany launched its spring offensive along the Somme 

9-29 April 1918 A second German offensive was launched. The German advance could not be 

sustained due to lack of supplies causes by the British sea blockade since 1914. 

26 May 1918 Declaration of Independence by Georgia. 

28 May 1918 Declaration of Independence by Azerbaijan

30 May 1918 Declaration of Independence by Armenia.

27 May – 

13 June 1918

A third German offensive was launched. But Allied reinforcements, including US troops 

and shortage of supplies due to the sea blockade helped to halt the German advance. 

15 June 1918 The Italian army re-grouped and launched a successful counter-attack on Austrian 

forces.

18 July – 

30 September 1918

The Allies launched a massive counter-offensive.

28 September 1918 Field Marshal Ludendorff and General Hindenburg met the Kaiser and recommended 

an armistice.

15 September 1918 Allied forces from Greece advanced into Serbia and drove out the occupying Bulgarian 

army. 

19 September – 

1 October 1918

Allied forces began an offensive to drive Ottoman troops out of Palestine. Ottoman 

forces withdrew towards Damascus with the allies in hot pursuit. 

29 September 1918 Bulgaria signed an armistice with the Allies.

6 October 1918 A provisional government announced the establishment of the state of Yugoslavia. 

7 October 1918 Proclamation of independence by Poland. 

24 October 1918 Combined allied forces pushed the Austro-Hungarian army out of Italy

29-31 October 1918 The Czechs and Slovaks proclaimed their independence from Austria and Hungary. 

30 October 1918 Turkey signed an armistice with the Allies.

3 November 1918 Austria-Hungary, Germany’s last remaining ally, signed an Armistice with the Allied 

powers. 

3 November 1918 Austria-Hungary and Italy signed an armistice at the Villa Giusti near Padua in north 

Italy.

9 November 1918 A republic was declared in Germany and the Kaiser seeks refuge in the neutral 

Netherlands.
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11 November 1918 German representatives signed the armistice. Fighting continued until precisely 11.00. 

Making peace?

19 May 1919 – 

24 July 1923

While the Ottoman government in Istanbul had accepted defeat there was still 

resistance to occupying allied forces in eastern Anatolia. Mustafa Kemal, one of the 

most successful Ottoman commanders during the war, went to Anatolia and began 

organising the resistance and without the support of Istanbul. For the next four 

years a Turkish Nationalist army fought against the sultan’s army supported by the 

occupying Allied Powers.

28 June 1919 Treaty of Versailles was signed bringing the war to an end. Germany was not consulted 

about the contents of the Treaty. 

10 September 1919 Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye broke up the Austro-Hungarian Empire. Reparations 

were required and economic and political unity between Germany and Austria was 

forbidden. 

27 November 1919 Treaty of Neuilly-sur-Seine. Western Thrace handed over to Greece; parts of western 

Bulgaria went to Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes and Bulgaria was required 

to pay reparations.

4 June 1920 Treaty of Trianon. Hungary lost much of its pre-war territory, ceded to Czechoslovakia, 

Romania and the future Yugoslavia. 

10 August 1920 The Treaty of Sévres carved up the Ottoman Empire 

November 1922 The allies and Turkey began to renegotiate the Treaty of Sèvres. 

24 July 1923 Treaty of Lausanne recognized the modern borders of Turkey. 

29 October 1923 The Republic of Turkey was proclaimed with Mustafa Kemal as its first President.
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